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Five Alarms Answered
By County Rescue Squad
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CHRISTMAS PARTY—Murray City Firefighters sponsored a Christmas party for underprivileged Children at lbst downtown fire station Saturday. Each child visited with Santa and was presented a basket of toys, many of which'had been
repaired by the firemen.
hanks.
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Life Expectancy 121
Greater Than in 1929 Here
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Residents of Calloway County, taken as
a whole, were given an added lease on life
in 1974. According to the latest statistics,
their chances of living to a ripe old age
became greater than ever.
That conclusion is based upon data
compiled by the National Center for
Health Statistics, the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company and others. Their
figures show that the span of life of
Americans increased by a full six months
during the past year.
As a result, life expectancy is now at an
all-time high of 71.9 years. It compares
with 71.9 years in 1973.
This was the largest annual increase in
the past 20 years. It was due in large part,
it is explained, to the drop in coronary
heart disease and other cardiovascularrenal diseases, which accounted for half
the decrease in deaths from all causes.
Down, also, were deaths from motor
vehicle accidents, pneumonia and influenza.
The average change, applied to the local
area, means that a child born in Calloway
County at the present time has a life ex2 years greater than its
1
pectancy that is 12/
grandparents had in 1929 or so, when they
were born. The life span at that time was

only 59 years.
The chance of a person surviving from
birth to age 65 is also at an all-time high of
72 percent.
Because of the added longevity there has
been a steady increase in the proportion of
older people.
Locally, 12.4 percent of the population is
now 65 or more. Some 3,780 men and
women are at that at: level. And, having
reached 66, a man has the likelihood today
of living to 78 or over and a woman to at
least 82. That is what the latest figures on
Life expectancy show.

For a man, the period of maximum
financial responsibility begins when he
marries and it continues for the next 30
years or so. His survival over that span,
when there are likely to be dependent
children at home, is of great social and
economic importance. The odds are nowt*
out of 100 in his favor.
As for the future, if heart disease could
be eliminated it would add 8 to 10 years to
the average lifetime in this country, it is
estimated. And, if cancer were also done
away with, there would be a further extension of about 2/
2 years.
1
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WASHINGTON, D. C. — More than
72,500 constituents of the First District of
Kentucky have responded to the
Congressional Questionnaire prepared and
mailed by U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard in November.
With questionnaires still coming in at the
rate of 200 per day,Congressman Hubbard
noted he is very pleased with the response.
According to the survey results, if
Congress should consider legislation to
require the registration of all firearms,
70.2 per cent of the respondents would
oppose it. Congressman Hubbard,
agreeing with this majority, stated The
Constitution could not be clearer as to the

Murray High
GIFT CERTIFICATES DISTRIBUTED — Brent Manning, Christmas gifts chairman
for the Murray Crvitans, distributes gift certificates to Civitan members Wayne
Williams, lames Wilson, Harmon Whitnell and Hoyt Roberts to be given to
needy families. Members of the club delivered certificates to 25 families Saturday. Each certificate will buy $20 in groceries, and one county family received a
check for $100 to help pay for medical expenses. In addition, SO pounds of
Gvitan fruitcake, paid for by the Bank of Murray, was distributed along with the
certificates.

Local Library To
Be Closed 3 Days

o all.

327

Bernard Steen, Kenny Collins, Sam Smith,
Robert Trenholrn, Carl Hosford, Loyd
Key,Hal Winchester and Floyd Garland.
The home of Mrs. Nova Routon, Lynn
Grove, was completely gutted by fire
around 11:30 p.m. Saturday. Mrs. Routon
was not at home at the time of the blaze
that destroyed the one-story brick
structure. Firemen managed to save the
contents of both of the two bedrooms in the
home and the objects recovered suffered
only minor smoke and water damage.
Firemen were on the scene for three
hours removing items and eliminating
spot fires. The fire apparently started in
the living room near the front of the house
and quickly spread into the attic and
through the roof. Traffic was blocked
along highway 94 West while members of
the squad battled the blaze. No one was
injured in the fire.
The 13 members answering in three
units were Bernard Steen, Bud Miller,
Loyd Key, Sam Smith, Kenny Collins,

Floyd Garland, Roger Hughes,Jim Green,
Mike Fancy, Hal Winchester, Charles
Tubbs,Steve Ladd and Ran Stout.
A fire reported at the Odell Cunningham
residence near Cherry Corner sent one
truck with firemen Bernard Steen and
Kenny Collins to the area around 11 cm.
Sunday but they were recalled before
reaching the scene. The nature of the fire
is unknown.
A dwelling belonging to Eugene Fogle
and rented to Robert Grizzard near the
Blood River Boat Dock burned to the
ground around three p.m. Sunday. The
cause of the blaze was unknown and the
structure was reported on the ground when
firemen arrived.
Answering the call were Bernard Steen,
Sam Smith, Roger Hughes, Bud Miller,
Robert Trenholrn, Ricky Bucy, Ran Stout,
Kenny Collins, Ron Stout and Carl
Hosford.
All of the Rescue Squad's weekend calls
were.dispatched through the Professional
Ambulance Service of Murray.

Response Is Reported Good To
Questionnaire By Rep. Hubbard

MANSFIELD, Ohio — The Tappan
Company's (NYSE-TAP) Board of
Directors in their regular bi-monthly
session last week:
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Fires kept members of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad busy over the
weekend with the volunteers answering
the fire alarms during the two-day period.
The home of 0. D. Parrish on highway
444 near New Concord was a total loss
around 1:45 a.m. Saturday when the
dwelling was engulfed in flames. The fire,
the cause of which is unknown, destroyed
the building before firemen could arrive.
Responding in two units were Bernard
Steen, Roger Hughes, Jim Green, Sam
Smith, Danny Parrish, Robert TrenhoLm,
Kenny Collins, and Floyd Garland.
Parvin Hill of highway 121 South called
firemen to his home when a shed behind
the dwelling errupted in flames. The 9:15
cm. Saturday fire apparently started
from some burning trash near the shed
and was prevented from spreading to the
Hill home by firemen. The tin shed was
heavily damaged and all contents
destroyed.
Responding with the two units were

right of all citizens to keep and bear arAn over-whelming majority of the
respondents (93.1 per cent) are opposed to
court-ordered busing of school children for
racial balance in public schools. A
majority of the respondents( 68.3 per cent)
also oppose federal assistance for New
York City.
Capital punishment is favored by 80 per
cent of those responding to the survey and
(63.1 per cent) believe Federal spending
should be limited as an anti-inflationary
move, even if it means benefits for the
unemployed and the poor cannot be increased.

Yearly cost-of-living increases for Social
Security recipients are favored by 57.5 per
cent and 53.1 per cent oppose a comprehensive federal health insurance
program.
If it should become necessary to sharply
reduce gasoline consumption by
automobiles, 30 per cent of the questionnaire respondents believe rationing with
individual entitlement to gas set by the
government should be used. Coupons for
the purchase of 400 gallons per year at a
standard price and the right to purchase
additional gas with an additional 50 cents
(See Hubbard, Page 16)

Tappan Board Meets Last Week
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Partly cloudy and cold today, tonight
and Tuesday. High today in the low to mid
30s. Low tonight in the upper teens. High
Tuesday in the mid to upper 30s. Wednesday partly cloudy and a bit warmer.

The Calloway County Public Librar,
will be closed Dec. 24-26 for observance of
the Christmas Holiday, according to
Margaret Trevethan,librarian.
The library *ill reopen Saturday, De(
27,from 8:30a. m.to 5:30p. m.

Band Members
In All-State
Three Murray High Band members
were among 19 area students selected as
members of the 1976 Kentucky All-State
High School Band.
Brenda Hough, flute; Teri Rice, B-flat
soprano clarinet; and Teresa Brewer, bass
clarinet, were notified Saturday that they
will be included in the band.
The 144-piece band will begin rehearsal
in Louisville Feb. 4, and will present a
concert Feb. 7 at the Executive Inn-West.
The band will perform before members of
the Kentucky Music Educators Convention
which will be in session at the same time.
Joe Sills is band director at Murray High
School.

—Appointed a new President and Chief
Executive Officer, and;
—Reviewed fourth quarter 1975
operating results.
W. R. Tappan, chairman of the board,
indicated that the Board elevated D. C.
Blasius from his present position as
executive vice president and chief
operating officer, to the position of
president and chief executive officer.
Blasius joined The Tappan Company in
January 1974. He was previously with the
J. I. Case Company as senior vice
president and general manager of the
agricultural equipment division. Prior to
joining J. I. Case Company in 1968 he was
with McCulloch Corporation, producer of
chain saws and outboard motors, where he
held the position of vice president and
general manager.
Blasius is 46 years old and is a 1951
graduate of Northwestern University;
Evanston, Illinois, where he earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Administration.
Tappan further stated he will continue to
serve as Chairman of the Board and
Chairman of the Executive Committee.

Getting In With The Spirit Of Things To Come
The Sigma Kindergarten dass in Murray found out what it was like in older days when they made a trip to a Christmas tree farm and sawed their own tree. Beginning at left, Downs Thornton, 5, leads the way in carrying a tree out
of the farm. Then thechildren made their own decorations for the tree. rive-year-old Jamie Vaughn strings popcorn
and cranberries together. Mary Anne Woolley, 5, hangs a tiny decoration on the-tree. LesTie Erwin (left) and Kristy
Hohman make flour and salt cookie decorations for the tree finally Stacey Pasdtall places an angel on top of the
tree. The Kindergarten is sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
plsofos by Wison Wooiey

Operating Results
"The company is not prepared at this
time to announce its anticipated sales and
earnings for the year 1975, except in very
general terms," Tappan continued.
Sales in the fourth quarter of 1975 will
exceed $60.0 million - approximately 25 per
cent ahead of 1975's third quarter and 5 per
cent above 1974's last quarter
This surge in sales activity reflects:
—Strong seasonal demand for the
countertop microwave oven and a continued general growth of this product.
—Shipments against an order backlog
(See Tappan, Page 16)
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by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

MAKING IT THROUGH CHRISTMAS

*-6.soo;:i2reSS6.0%: By MRS.W.P.WILLIAM ;:-T•soterosomxe.e.:I know that Christmas has
held so much more meaning
for me since I went to the Holy
Land. As I walked the streets
of Nazareth, I thought of the
Angel's appearance to Mary

2CARAT
DIAMOND

SALE!

to tell her she was to have a
child and His name would be
Jesus. I looked over the small
houses clustered on the
hillside and wondered just
where hers might have been. I
stopped at Mary's well where
she drew water so long ago.
I drove along the paved
highway from Nazareth to
Jerusalem in an airconditioned bus and I thought
of the long arduous journey
that Mary and Joseph made.
It was only a rough, narrow,
rocky road then, and the 80
miles must have stretched out
interminably.
The little town of Bethlehem
hasn't changed too much in
centuries.
the
passing
Situated about five miles
southeast of Jerusalem, it
nestles into the hillside.
I stood at Shepherd's Field,
a lovely grassy spot, and could
picture the shepherds resting
their flocks at night. I saw so
many shepherds with their
sheep, wearing the robes of
Bible days and carrying a
shepherd's crook. I could shut
my eyes and picture the
angels bursting through the
skies to sing "Peace on earth,
good will to men."
Ttsen as I traveled the few
miles into the city I could see
the great bells in the tower of
the Church of the Nativity. I
never hear Christmas music
that I don't think of those bells
and how they ring out on
Christmas morning.
The great church built over
the supposed spot of Jesus'
birth is a magnificent
structure of marble, adorned
with gold and brass and silver.
There are swinging lamps and
jewels to mark the supposed
site of the stable. A gleaming
gem set in a star in the floor
commemorates the exact
It seemed to me that the fact
of the birth of infant Jesus was
almost smothered under so
much adornment. Then
Irealized that nothingtan keep
WOK cover the glorious event
that the Saviour of the world
was born. For it is true.
And so I get out my manger
scene, put up my tree, bring
out the lights and the holly and
listen to Christmas carols. I
know that this is all an outpouring of a grateful heart for
the joys of a Christmas that
Is the most real thing in the
world.
So to each of you Merry
Christmas and a very happy
New Year.

Officers of the Murray Senior Citizens Group for 1976 are, left to right, Hazel Ahart and Erma
Lovett, sergeant at arms, Tommie Cavitt, second vice-president Madie Vaughn, secretary,
Lovala Wyatt, president, Wallace Dowdy,first vice-president, and Gussie Adams,treasurer.

Nurse your drink Move around
that Holiday parties offer.
Buffets are naturals for outwit- so you are not in a corner with the
ting your hostess, or perhaps your same folks every time the hors
hostess is thoughtful enough to d' oeuvres come by. You wont ofhave a buffet just so her guests fend your hostess if you simply
can choose enough to eat but not aren't there when she offers a
fresh trayful.
too much for their real needs.
But what do you do when seated But if you are trapped, take the
at a dinner table and it's groaning tray and offer to pass it around.
with too many tempting things? While serving you don't have to
My advice is to simply eat only eat and drink. And your hostess
sensible portions of things, cut the will love you for helping her.
fat off your meat, avoid or limit
gravies and certainly avoid
second helpings. Leave some of
the dessert on your plate, or, if
asked, don't accept any. And
Add grated, unpare d,
watch the sugar in your coffee.
Red Delicious apple to your
BUT COCKTAIL parties are the creamy horseradish dressworst problem.'My, how the ing for cote slaw.
calories do flow!

Slaw addition

Magazine Club Holds Meet, McKenzie Home
The Christmas meeting of the
Murray Magazine Club was in
the home of Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, Thursday afternoon,
December 18, with Mrs. Ewen
Allbritten, president, presiding.
She presented the Rev.
McKenzie who gave a beautiful
devotion with the theme,"Hope
in the Cradle." After describing

the cosmic and universal scope
and plan of Christmas, Mr.
McKenzie named several
prominent persons who were in
the cradle in 1809, the year
Abraham Lincoln was born. In
spite of commercialization and
frivoloty, Christ never left
Christmas. "And the hope of the
world is in the child of today and

_Tuesday,December 23
Monday,December 22
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at at the Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
seven p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
Alateen is scheduled to meet
a.m. for the senior citizens of
at the AA Hall at seyen p.m.
Murray and Calloway County.
Oyster Cooking
If scalloped oysters are
on your holiday menu, keep
them refrigerated or
:
frozen until cooking time

Murray Quota Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.

Serve them hot-140 degrees or higher—and
leftovers
refrigerate
promptly.

St. Augustine, Fla., existttg
since 1565, is th e oldest con tinily inhabited city in the
United States.

tomorrow," stated the Murray
minister.
Presented by Mrs. John
Livesay, progehm chairman,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry gave a most
interesting program on "An Old
Fashioned Christmas." She
described various colonial
Christmases beginning with
1607 when Jamestown settlers
observed the first simple
Christmas service.
"In the Puritans' eyes,
Christmas was illegal, even the
making of mince pies," stated
the speaker. "But Christmas in
colonial Virginia was something
else." Hospitality reigned with
games,- hunting, noisemaking
and feasts. Christmas in
colonial Williamsburg and Mt.
Vernon were most interestingly
portrayed by descriptions and
photographs. The speaker also
included short sketches of the
customs of the Dutch in New
York, the Moravians in
Georgia, and the French in New
Orleans. She concluded with
delightful observances in the
White House in the colonial
period and immediately
following.
Said Mrs. Lowry, ris
America grew it became a land

of a hundred different Christmases, but all with the same
spirit." In closing the program
members sang "0 Little Town
of Bethlehem."
A short business meeting was
held before the program.
Seventeen members were
present for the annual
Christmas gift exchange. From
the dining room the hostess
served a beautiful and delectable assortment of cookies with
punch and coffee. The table was
centered with a festive
arrangement
of
white
chrysanthemums and red
carnations. Poinsettias and
arrangements of holly branches, along with other Christmas settings, made meaningful
reminders of the holy season.
Members present were
Mesdames Allbritten, R. W.
Churchill, F. E. Crawford,R.F.
Dixon, George S. Hart, L J.
Hortin, J. I. Hosick, R. A.
Johnston, Jack Kennedy, A. C.
LaFollette, John Livesay, E.
A. Lundquist, C. C. Lowry,0.C.
Wells, John Winter, Miss Maud
Nance,and the hostess.
The January meeting will be
in the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles.
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Prices Good Mon. - Tue. - Wed.
ROSES WILL BE OPEN CHRISTMAS EVE FROM 9:00 tit 6:00

advertising new products add
considerably to the food bill. —
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
+++++
When using a double boiler,
start with warm, not hot, water
in the lower pan SO that thawing
food won't stick. — Mrs. Pat
Curtsinger, Benton.
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Keep a record on paper of
what happens when your child
is sick. Write down a record of
the temperature each time it is
taken, the times he passes
stools, the times he urinates, the
times he vomits, and anything
else you think important. Such a
record is a great help to the
doctor. — Mrs. Sue Fraser,
Bardwell.
It is possible to tell how hot
or cold it is by listening to the
snowy tree cricket — count the
number of cricket chirps in 15
seconds, add 40, and that's the
temperature in Fahrenheit degrees, accurate to within a degree or two.

The M.!

LAST MINUTE GIFT GUIDE

Coffee Cup .Chatter

By University of Ky.
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
Eggs retain their "just laid"
flavor and freshness when
stored properly. There are
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Noble Jones of Hardin Route several tips you need to know to
One has been dismissed from accomplish this. Always keep
the Western Baptist Hospital, them in the refrigerator,
covered to prevent air from
Paducah.
entering the thousands of tiny
pores in the shell. The egg
carton they come in is ideal for
this purpose. Storing them with
the large end up will keep the
the
in
yolk
centered
important
white—especially
when preparing hard-cooked
eggs for develing. Leftover egg
whites can be stored in a tightly
covered container for up to 10
days. Yolks should be covered
with water, tightly covered and
used within 2-3 days. When
cooking with eggs, take only as
many as you need from the
refrigerator for that recipe. —
Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
terman,Hickman.
+++++
Keep a sponge in the soap dish
at the kitchen and-or bathroom
sink to catch drippings from the
wet cake. This keeps the tray
clean, and the soap-filled
sponge is handy for quick
clean-up jobs. — Mrs. Juanita
Amonett,Paducah.
+++++
fluorescent right can play
tricks on the colors in the room
or on your own complexion
unless you use the right color of
light. Use either warm white
deluxe or cool white deluxe
fluorescent tubes for lighting in
your kitchen. The warm white
deluxe lamps create a warm
atmosphere, blend with the
light from incandescent lamp
bulbs, and compliment complexions, color, and food. Cool
white deluxe lamps are often
preferred when a cool atmosphere is desired or with
color schemes predominant in
blues and greens. — Mildred W.
Potts, LaCenter.
+++++
In a single year, consumers
may have as many as 1,500 new
food items to choose from —
alffiough 'Only 500 or so
generally survive for more than
a year. Convenience and the
cost of developing, testing and

TO GIVE OUR EMPLOYEES
A MORE ENJOYABLE
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY

Christmas may just be the most
fun time of the year—along with
its being the deeply significant
religious observance that it is.
But it's no fun to have to lose too
many pounds of exam weight if
you've eaten and indulged too
much over the Holidays.
SO HOW do you make it through
Christmas without gaining
weight?
I've said before that at this time
of year you are supposed to feel
festive, and you have a special
chance to express your outgoing
feelings and your regard for your
fellow man.
But nutritional exuberance need
not be overdone.
To accomplish this you will have
,to practice personal discipline
when you are host. And when you
are a guest, you may have to outwit your hostess.
You must make a choice. You
either will or will not protect your
waistline from all those goodies
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North Fork News--

Many Persons Visit Mrs. Morris At Home
By Mrs.R.D. Key
December 111, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Martin
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes Thursday night.
R. D. Key and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee Friday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. James Phelps
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Saturday afternoon. Mrs.
Morris and son, Howard, and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall enjoyed
the visit so much for their
pastor and wife.
Mrs. Paschall is improving
after several weeks'illness with
back trouble.
Bro. Warren Sykes has been
in for two weeks because of
illness and unable to fill his
pulpit. We are thankful he was
able to be at church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
and grandchildren, Michelle
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and Mary Grace, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, and Mr. and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
daughter, Lavettia, visited Mrs.
Ella Morris last Sunday.
Rudy Key had an operation on
his eye last Tuesday at the
Henry County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was dismissed
Saturday and taken to the home
of Mr.and Mrs. Henry Sykes for
a few days. Mrs. Sykes' sister,
Mrs. Lorene Smith of Memphis,
Tenn., is staying a few days to
help care for him. Visitors in to

see him and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes over the weekend
were Mrs. Thelon Byars, Mrs.
Elfie Orr, Mrs.-Rex Hale, Mrs.
Judie Summers, Mr. and Mrs.
Ivy Bucy,and Mrs.Opal Hill.
Mrs. Judy.Herndon and Mrs.
Nellie Szabo visited Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes Thursday
night.
Burnpass Braswell and son
visited Mrs. Ella Morris Friday
afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
and sons, Riche and Bryan,and

Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykestdall
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
family Sunday afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
I.Liok in the section in which
Mrs. Janet Arnold were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
Key Sunday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr. to the stars.
and Mrs. Maburn Key Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited ARMS
Mrs. Holice Grooms Sunday (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IYIA
You should have no trouble
and they visited Mrs. Clara
carrying out all the necessary
Wicker and Ancil in the afrequirements, but this is no
ternoon.
time to take on "extras" or to
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Fletcher scatter energies. In general,
and Miss Sylvia Kuykendall stick to routine.
were supper guests of Mr. and TAURUS
Mrs. Gary Fletcher Sunday (Apr. 21 to May 21) NU?
night.
Look for the "loopholes" that
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Carey and trick needlessly: be alert to
son, Johns, and Steve Smith misrepresentation; sift carevisited Mr. and Mrs. Morris fully for truths. Once sure you
Jenkins and son, Kenny,Sunday are on the right track, make
night.
your moves - confidently.
Mrs. Bailey Grooms received GEMINI
word last week that her sister- (May 22 to June 21)
Good influences! Activities
in-law, Mrs. Lubie Bedwell,
should be handled evenly so as
died at her home in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr not to lap over too much in any
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins direction. Start with a suitable
tempo and maintain it.
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr CANCER
went to Nashville Monday for a (June 22 to July 23)
Your tact and the utmost
checkup with his doctor.
discretion needed now. Your
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie approach to
others will be most
Tarkington's young son will important. In all situations,
have surgery on his heart display good sportsmanship.
Thursday in San Antonio, LEO
Texas.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Here is a thought for the
Face realities and correct
holiday season:
deficiencies in your schedule as
"At this Christmas time may promptly as possible. Don't
the Christmas gifts remind you wait for snags to appear. A
of God's gift, "His Only thorough study of details is
Begotten Son." May the needed.
Christmas candles remind you VIRGO
of him who is "The Light of the (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPIL
Stellar aspects not entirely
World." May the Christmas
tree remind you of'anothertree friendly. Much will depend upon
upon which He hung for you," your adaptability, willingness
May the Christmas cheer to alter plans. Don't follow false
remind you of Him who said, leads.
"Be of Good" May the LIBRA
inr'n
Christmas Feast remind you of (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
complex
some
face
may
You
Him who is "The Bread of
now, some unexsituauons
bell
Christmas
Life." May the
pected obstacles, so anticipate
remind you of the glorious them — but with composure and
"Proclamation of His Birth." preparedness, not anxiety. You
May the Christmas carols CAN cope.
remind you of Him who is the SCORPIO
"Greatest Friend to Man." May (Oct. 24 to Nov. V) Me*
the Christmas season remind
Differences of opinion need
you in every way of "Jesus not result in rifts. Get together
Christ Your King."
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'Marriage
By Abigail Van Buren
C

DAYTON'S
vivo

by Chicago TrIbuto-11 1' Mows

Inc

DEAR ABBY: Our tall, handsome, athletic son served
four years in the Navy, returned to civilian life and college,
and "married" an undersized, effeminate male hairdresser.
We have no idea how to handle this situation or our
ambivalent feelings.
This "odd couple" came to visit us, and they want us to
visit them. They are inseparable and act out a peculiar
husband-wife relationship that is both bewildering and
disturbing to us.
So far we have been polite, but what the dickens do you
say to friends and relatives? We can't condone it.
We love this boy, but as his parents we feel torn and
hypocritical to say the least.
TORN
DEAR TORN: You owe friends and relatives no
explanation, so don't feel obligated to offer any. Since your
son's lifestyle bewilders and disturbs you, either learn to
accept it or quit seeing him.

PLAYGROWID
1.-,.
•

Next time you get the urge to
play around In Florida . . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
re state's most complete

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 35-year-old
married woman (no kids and says she doesn't want any)
who wasn't satisfied with her 34B bust, had silicone
implants and now is a 39C?
JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: It's all right with me. Maybe she wants
the "booby" prize.

fttigt

It

DEAR ABBY: I've been divorced for 12 years. Men and
—.round for singles and . , "rnentortili me I am very attractive. I've had several love
..z....i.,
4104.tbeok thee.
-lraffairs, but I wasiniskinicfor that certain man. Three years
.4-'' CI .60 ff. on Beach 4443
•11"
ago,! met him. Wherihe asked me out I was on cloud nine!
0 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
We dated nightly for six months. He told me he loved me. It
Suites & Apartments
was heaven.
O Restaurant & Lounge
Suddenly everything came to a screeching halt! I didn't
O Night Club, Dancing &
hear from him for two weeks. I knew where he lived and had
Entertainment
his phone number, but I'm not one to run after a man. He
O 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
finally called, saying he'd be over that night. When he
•Volleyball & Shuffleboard
arrived he acted as though he'd seen me the night before. I
[3 Basketball, Game Room
didn't question him, but he tried to make me believe his job
(:) Sauna, Exercise Rooms
kept. him too busy to contact me. I knew he was lying.
O Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Shortly after that, some friends took me to dinner, and
O Color TV & Refrigerator
O Tennis & Golf Privileges
there he was—with another woman! He stopped by our
O 85 Miles to Disney World
table and made small talk. I was blind with hurt and
Daily door-to-door Bus
jealousy.
Service available
Now,for two and a half years this man calls me and drops
chaise lounges
O Free
in to see me, and he thinks I should jump into bed with him
co Ample self parking
because he wants me. I keep telling him to stay away from
Corns play in our playground,
It's Daytona's most complete
me. but he pays no attention. I've moved twice, but he finds
resort!
fun
'round
year
me, and it starts over. He says he MUST see me.
I'm in my 50s and so is he. I still love him, but I don't
want him on his terms. What is the solution?
VAYA CON DIOS
I
I
I
I
I

2075 S. Atlantic
I
Ave'
P.O. Box 7437
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018 I
Ph. (904) 255-8481
Please send new color
brochure & rate sheet
Name
Street
State
City

— —— —

UR
ckets

DEAR VAYA: There must be something about the way
tell him to stay away that lacks sincerity. And your
behavior after he "finds" you confirms his suspicions that
he's got the upper hand. He won't believe that you mean
business when you tell him to get lost until you do.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
you

Lady Seiko
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Come dial a color

In a Lady Seiko Fashion Watch
The dials Of Our Lady Seiko watches Come in
delicious colors—to help make these the
most beautiful fashion watches in the world.

Open Every %Id And Sado T Christmas

CHELSON

&di
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with those concerned and
calmly iron things out.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Don't negate past fine efforts
through carelessness. Attend to
all affairs in a quiet, dispassionate manner. Personal
relationships should prove
rewarding.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 32 to Jan. 20)
Look to others for suggestions
- help, too. Don't try too much
by yourself or reject ideas
summarily, for the sake of
delight in personal achievement.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
There's a tendency now to
take off on tangents or useless
ventures unless you keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Press for efficiency.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Delay may seem the rule
rather than the exception. Work
to eliminate the causes of defeat
and disappointment before the
effects set in.

Remington
Power Control
Dryer
Model PD-900
Adjusts to 900 watts, double
safety system. Contains styling
brush and two combs

Assorted Designs
and colors

Reg. $3.95

Crest
Toothpaste

Allows fast and
easy adjustment
of hoot and air velocity

Presto
Hot Dogger
No.01-HOTD
Cooks one to six hot dogs in just
60 woods. Easy to use. Just
load. Close lid. Cookie. :torts
automatically. A nice gift for
this fondly

Sae $679

Liquid Shampoo
Sele

69"
Toni
Home
Permanent

Sweet'N Low
Granulated Sugar
Substitute

Clielee of GentleRegister - Soper

ox of
00 Pockets

General Electric
Deluxe

Can Opener
— hands -free
with
operation" easy cleaned
Removable cutting assembly Magnet holds lid from
falling /0 food

Sale 694

Sylvania
Flashcubes
3 Cubes
12 Flashes
s•i•

model £C32 White

C.4
C-110-12

Prell
111:;
txse

S 1 29

Sale 974

A:Paw-plot II

Ends Satui.day

Refills by inserting
a new Cricket
lighter into base

A nice stocking
shifter for the
lady

Stop, Shop
and

n•

Flicker
Ladies'
Safety
Shaver

Miss Year Piped
1
have
who
net
Sebealbery
received tisk heatdelivered copy ef The
lArerray Ledger & Ilmei by
MS p.m. ere urged to cell
75341116 betimes 4:30 p.m.
end 6 p.m. Se hare delivery
if fie aewspeper. Calls nest
be pieced before 6 par

Sale Starts Wednesday

"By Gillette"

,Issites

The coffee was given by the
women who were the committee
in charge of the arrangements
for the First District meeting of
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House in

For a gift
of timeless ,
beauty likely to
grow in value as
years go by give

Accent Table Lighter

3 Cubes

October.
Special guests were members
of the executive board of the
Woman's Club and other
members of the club who helped
in hosting the district meeting.
Mrs. Rex Benefield, past
district governor from Boas,
was a special guest for the day.
Mrs. Larollette of Murray is
the new governor.
Guests were served coffee,
spiced tea, and various
Christmas cookies and pastries
at the dining room table centered with a lovely floral
decoration

An appreciation coffee was
hosted by Mrs. Robert
Billington, Mrs. Donald Jones,
and Mrs. A. C. LaFollette on
Wednesday, December 17,from
ten to 11:30 a. m. at the lovely
home of Mrs. Billington on
Dogwood Drive East.

xg

Wild Cricket

Sylvania
Magicubes
Type X

Club Members, Billington Home

NEED
11111.X
Americana need more milk
and milk products, and more
fruits and vegetables. That's
what nutrition experts say as a
result of a Federal household
survey of 7,500 families. People
aren't getting the recommended amounts of calcium
and vitamins A and C. This is
the first time the government
YOU BORN TODAY are has found a decline in the
endowed with tremendous inner quality of our diets.
forces of strength, vitality and
the impulses which can bring
out the best within everyone
who crosses your path. You do
not always recognize the forces
within yourself but, once
cognizant of them, you can be a
powerful influence for good.
Your goals are usually lofty
ones and yours is the exacting
and persevering nature which
can lead to their attainment.
Your relationships with others
are usually seemingly happy
outwardly but suspiciousness
and a bit of jealousy, which you
are usually successful at concealing, often keep you from
truly enjoying your associations. Try to curb! You are
versatile in your talents and,
depending on your leanings,
would make a skilled physician,
teacher, lawyer. Birthdate of:
Charles Calverley, Eng. poet;
Charles Sainte-Beuve, Fr.
literary critic.

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quentities

East Side of The Square

Aromatic seeds
are classed as
"baking"seeds
A dozen aromatic seem from
various parts of the world are
classed as spices. Of these five
— poppy, caraway, liellarnie,
anise and fennel — are called
"baking seeds," even though
they are as good in main dishes
as they are vi breads, cookies
and cakes.
For instance, add a teaspoon
or two of caraway seeds to a
cheese
macaroni
and
casserole. Shower buttered
snap beans with toasted
sesame seeds. Sprinkle a half
teaspoon fennel seed over the
diced apples before pitting the
top crust on an apple pie. Or
sweeten the fruit for turnovers
or a fruit-topped coffee cake
with honey and sprinkle with
poppy seeds. Or, another we,
scrape the pulp from baked
potatoes, season, add butter
and a little hot milk and poppy
seeds.
Of these seeds all but sesame
can be used as they come train
the container. If sesame seeds
are to be scattered over the top
of something which is to be
baked, they, too, can be used
"as is." Do toast them,
however, if they are to be
stirred into a batter or
showered over salad or cooked
vegetables. Just spread thinly
In shaking pan and bake 5 to $
minutes in a moderate oven,
until they turn golden brown.

Appreciation Coffee Held For

88'
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Agree Or Not,

Sensing The News

- Bills Encourage
Secrecy

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council

VAN CURON

TODAY'S TOPIC: SASKATCHEWAN SOCIALISM
One of the saddest developments on this
continent is the determination of Canadian
socialists to repeat the errors committed
by socialists in Great Britain.
A case in point is the recent decision by
the premier of the Canadian province of
Saskatchewan to nationalize "some or all"
of the extensive potash industry in the
province. One high government source
was quoted as saying that he expected an
almost total takeover eventually.
Left of center Canadian politicians and
commentators are continually agitating
for increased government control over a
once wholly free economy. Tragically,
government direction of the economy in
Canada, as in other countries, can only
lead to a worsening of economic conditions
for the Canadian people. Canada with its
vast riches in minerals, needs more
private investment, not more government
intervention or ownership.
If Canadians want to understand the
effect of nationalization, they should
consider the state of the nationalized industries in Great Britain. Philip Vander
Elst, a British economics writer, recently
commented on nationalization of British
industry in an interview with the Dallas
Morning News.
Mr. Vander Elst pointed out that the
"Nationalized firms employ about two
million workers. But since 1960 their real
net loss has been about ;16 billion." This is
money out of the pockets of British taxpayers.
Despite this drain on the British public
as a result of nationalization, the socialists
continue to press for more nationalized
industries. The Labor government intends
to nationalize the new North Sea oil industry as it has nationalized the coal and
steel industries, railways, nuclear power,
telecommunications, utilities and parts of
the shipbuilding and aircraft industries.
As Mr. Vander Elst explained, wherever
nationalization is introduced, costs rise
and the industry becomes noncompetitive. Yet in faraway Saskatchewan, the socialist virus continues to
have harmful effects.
Fortunately, moves are afoot in Canada

to waken the public to the threat of
nationalization and socialism. One important recent development was the
establishment of the Fraser Institute in
Vancouver, British Columbia (626 Bute
St.). This is an independent Canadian
research organization devoted to
educating the public regarding "the role of
competitive markets in providing for the
well-being of Canadians."
This institution, of which Mr. Antony
Fisher is acting director and Michael
Walker is chief economist, is vitally
needed at this juncture in Canadian life. It
is imperative, for the well-being of
Canadians, that Canada adhere to the
economics of capitalism rather than
socialism. The latter would destroy the
rich promise of the Canadian Confederation.
Therefore, the tragically mistaken
nationalization scheme in Saskatchewan is
an important test case for Canada. Since
whatever happens in Canada has
significance for its neighbor, the United
States, the proposed socialist experiment
with the potash industry properly concerns
all North Americans.

Funny World
When Jocko Conlon was a young umpire
he was working a game with Bill Klem,
then near the end of a brilliant career. The
Old Arbitrator had lost most of the spring
from his legs and the eagle from his eyes.
Only his agile mind and stentorian voice
showed no signs of deterioration. At one
point a difficult decision had to be made.
Klem hesitated not a split second. He
made his call with his usual booming
authority. "Bill," said Jocko, "that was
the most magnificent call I ever saw. It
was a tough one and you didn't even seem
to be in position to see the play. Yet you
had it right on the button. How could you
make such a call?" "From memory, my
boy. From memory!" bellowed Foghorn
Bill.
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By S.C.VAN CURON
A series of bills has been filed for the
1976 General Assembly that would sharply
curtail the PEOPLES RIGHT TO mixt
While these bills probably were filed
under good intentions through pleadings of
some city and other local government
officials, under the guise of economy in
government, they are simply designed to
provide more secrecy in government.
We've had enough of that already What
we need is more public scrutiny of
government and more information made
public instead of curtailing it.
The Municipal League and assorted city
officials cry that too much money is being
spent on statutorily required public notices
which they say "aren't read." They have
made no survey to prove these notices
aren't read. They just make the statement
and hope the legislators and the public
believe them.
One of the bills would require an annual
audit of city financial affairs to be
published instead of itemized statements
now required for cities from the third
through sixth classes. The audit doesn't
tell the people who got salaries or how
much, nor does the audit tell what gasoline
service station got business or what
equipment company got business.
This proposed system is the best invented for the officials to play favorites
with the taxpayers'dollars.
Another pre-filed bill would provide that
the summary only of an ordinance be
required to be published, but the full ordinance would be made available at city
hall for those who wished to go there and
examine it.
Every citizen can't troop through Cit)
Hall to see how the proposed ordinance
affects him or his business.
Another pre-filed bill would permit cities
to adopt zoning ordinances and subdivision
regulations by reference, in the manner of
adopting traffic, building and other codes.
Again, the taxpayer would have to go to
City Hall to see what zoning ordinances
and subdivision regulations were doing to
or for him.
Still another pre-filed bill would permit
city governing bodies to authorize lump
sum expense accounts.
Another bill, supported by the Kentucky
, Education Association, would permit
school boards to publish all instructional
salaries, administrative salaries, and
custodial salaries under three separate
headings, with only the total expenditure
shown for each group. Presently, the total
salary of each employe is required to be
published.
This lets the public know how the money

Preventing Alcohol Abuse
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare
alcoholism, a co-equal objective is to promote the development of responsible attitudes toward drinking
Prevention is not simply
the elimination of an action
or behavior which is harmful
to the individual; it is also
the promotion of positive
changes which are more satisfying and personally rewarding for the individual
The decision to drink and
the extent to which one will
" drink are directly\related to
one's own values. The more

clearly a person understands
and believes in his own
values, the more possible it
will be for him to act responsibly in a variety of life situations requiring personal decisions. To use alcohol and the
extent to which it will be used
are only two of a wide range
of such personal decisions and
therefore must be approached
within the larger social context of life choices.
Personal attitudes toward
responsible behavior, or the
lack of it. are first developed
within the family setting.

Drinking alcoholic beverages
is a learned behavior, and
parents serve as primary
models for their children
Parents must examine their
own behavior and values before they try to educate their
children or to analyze the
cause of teenage abuse of
alcohol.
For more information about
alcohol use, and about alcoholism, write to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, P 0 Box
2345, Rockville, Maryland
20852.

Let's Stay Well

More Dog Bites
By FJ.L Blasingame. M.D.
Dog bites are increasing in
frequency and involving an estimated two million persons annually in the United States.
Most victims are young
children between two and 12
years of age.
Many dogs are being turned
out by their owners The dogs
walk the streets and join other
dogs, forming packs Once in a
pack, they become more aggressive, especially when they
are hungry. Instincts of selfpreservation come into play and
convert a safe animal into a
hunter.
Keep these suggestions of dog
bite prevention and treatment in
mind.
t. - Avoid walking close to a
dog, especially a pack of them.
2. Do not attempt to pet a

‘
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The cost of required legal publications
under present law is infintesimal compared to the budgets of governing bodies
and in the light of the value to keep the
taxpayers informed.
Teachers have been coached to parrot
that publication of their salaries is
demeaning to them. Salaries if all other
public officials are known, and that single
annual publication of teachers salaries
shouldn't be an exception. They'll appreciate the demeaning publication instead of being at the mercy of a superintendent who wants to build a political
empire.
As far as The State Journal is concerned,
the money paid for these required
publications isn't of any consequence to
the total income. What is important is that
the people get information about their
government. Second Class cities now
publish an audit, instead of a full financial
list of expenditures and income. This
newspaper has a large enough staff, and
dedicated enough, to keep the people informed about their local governments. *
What about the areas in the state where
the local weekly newspaper is the only
source of information to the citizens about
the income and expenditures of their
governmental bodies? The majority of
weekly newspaper don't have, and can't
afford enough staff to do this job for the
taxpayers.
The Public has just gone through
Watergate and secrecy workings of the
FBI, CIA and other governmental agencies. Secrecy in government breeds
corruption. We don't need any laws in
Kentucky to encourage more secrecy and
corruption.

strange dog, particularly one
which is ill or injured.
3. Make no attempt to move a
dog,even if he is not well or is injured.
4. Young children shpuld go in
a group or be accompanied by
older perenns in walking through
an area where dogs are loose.
S. Carry something in your
hands for protection -- a small
stick or a rolled newspaper.
& If you are confrontell by a
strange dog, don't panic. Stand
still and face the animal, keeping your arms and hands at your
side. He may withdraw without
a challenge
7. If you are bitten, call the
police. If you know the owner,
you should contact him. Local
laws usually require that owners
are responsible to ere that rabies

vaccine is kept current The law
requires that the animal be kept
under observation for rabies
& Clean the wound thoroughly
and man with soap and water.
Apply a clean dry bandage of
sterile gaere
9. Consult a physician or go to
a hospital emergency room
promptly for further instructions
and observatione
Q. Mrs E.G. is anxious to know
if a person who had X-ray
therapy for cancer can radiate a
harmful amount of X-rays to
nearby family and friends
A. X-rays pass through the
body and leave no radiant
energy in the times of the person receiving such treatments.
The body is not radioactive as a

result of X-ray therapy, and no
harm from radiant energy can
result from close association
with persons who receive X-ray
therapy.
Q. Mr. R.Y asks if combining .
alcoholic drinks with doses of
antihistamines, such as those
used for a head cold, is harmful.
A. Alcohol and antihistamines
combine to cause excessive
drowsiness, and this effect could
be dangerous in a person who
tikes this combination and attempts to drive an automobile.
Each of these chemicals is a
sedative, and when taken
together, they potentiate each
other.(suggest thalyou not combine the two in treating your
cold.
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tiEARTINN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast.
11 you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
REARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: My wife and I retired last
year and are now drawing Social Security.
We live six months of the year in Pittsburg, and the other six months in Florida.
We are very concerned about being away
from our home for six months because we
have many valuable things that could be
stolen. Do you have any suggestions to
help us against possible theft? — D.G.
Answer: Yes, many police departments
throughout the United States have installed a service for their community to
mark the valuable belongings of the
household. This takes very little effort on
the part of the person. First, he must call
the local police department and make an
appointment to have one of the officers
come to his home. The officer marks the
valuable belongings with an electric
engraver.
The code used to mark valuables is
usually your Social Security number or
your driver's license number. It is very
hard to remove these markings because
they are etched into a hard surface. The
officer will then give you a sticker informing the world (and any potential
thief that your valuables are "marked."
The sticker can be placed on a window or
on your door. This can be helpful for two
very good reasons.
(1) A potential robber seeing the sticker
in your window will realize that the
valuable goods in your home will be harder
to sell than goods that are not marked.
12) If a robbery is committed in your
home, then it is easier to recover the stolen
property that is marked, and you would

Bible Thought
If ye love me, keep my commandments. John 14:15.
We are to love Jesus, and
thereby we do show that we are
his. And our outward actions will
show in the keeping of His
"requirements"
and
commandments.

have a greater chance of having them
returned. To obtain this service, call your
local police department to see if it is
available in your area. If it is not, make a
suggestion to your councilman that this
would be a worthwhile and valuable
service.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," send along,stamped,selfaddressed envelope with your request to
Heartline, Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa
50306.

10 Years Ago
First U. Stanley Young, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Young of Murray, serving
with the First Cavalry Division in Vietnam, has received the Air Medal with "V"
for valor at his unit's headquarters.
Winners in the Christmas Decoration
Contest, sponsored by the Hazel Woman's
Club, were Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Provine,
first, and Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Myers,
second. Honorable mention went to the
homes of Mr. and Mrs. Cy Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Key, and Mr. and Mrs. Riclde
Hill,
Fred Furches and William Furches of
Murray graduated from the Accutron
Course of the &dove Watch Company.
Miss Mary Anna Wallace and Lt. John
Thomas Bryant III were married
December 19 at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Mr. and Mrs. Walter McCuiston of Mt.
Carmel, Ill., will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on December 26.
They are formerly from Calloway County.

90 Years Ago
New Concord beat Kirksey and Ahno
beat Lynn Grove in the opening rounds of
the Lynn Grove Invitational Basketball
Tournament last night. The championship
will be played tonight.
A Christmas gift to the land of David
Livingston will be presented by Murray
Seventh Day Adventists on December 24
when an offering climaxing three months
of preparation will be given to help finance
new mission stations in East Africa.
Dr. H. C. Chiles was the speaker at the
meeting of the Methodist Men's Club last
night. He showed slides of his visit to The
Holy Land.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D Williams are visiting
their son, J. R. Williams and family of
Phoenix, Arizona.

THE WOVE to6/MPEACH SANTA
Chapter Twelve
By Robert J. Boyle

Understanding Alcoholism

To drink or not to drink is
not the only question. If you
are to decide that you want
to drink, the questions then
become in %hat contexts, for
what reasons, and to what
extent...
The Division of Prevention
of the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) has taken a
new approach prevention of
alcohol abuse through education toward responsible decision-making. Although the
long-range goal is certainly to
prevent alcohol abuse and

is being spent and who gets it. For
example, in one Eastern Kentucky county
this year, one coach got
ut $19,000 for
his coaching and sev
other duties
supposedly assigned to
.Other coaches
in the county, doing the same job, got
about half that total. If the proposed bill
passes, it opens up all sorts of methods for
a superintendent to play favorites or
punish people in his school system.
The uniform salary schedule, adopted
several years ago, was supposed to
foreclose this possibility, but some will
find a way around it if you remove this
protection.

OPINION PA GE

The night before Juniperperper was to start Santa's defense in his impeachment trial
before the UN, he and Jinkersnipes had dinner in their
room.
"Are you all set for tomorrow?" Jinkersnipes asked.
"Yes, I feel confident," Juniperperper said.
"How many witnesseswill
you call?" Jinkersnipes asked.
"Only one, only one." Juniperperper said.
"You have to be kidding,"
Jinkersnipes said. "Who will
your witness be?"
"Wait until tomorrow," Juniperperper said. "You'll be
surprised.
"Come on, tell" Jinkersnipes
said.
Juniperperper laughed and
said, "This is my surprise. I
won't tell but I will give you a
hint. His initials are E.W."
Jinkersnipes spent the rest of
the night trying to figure out
who E.W. was. But he
couldn't.
The next day when the trial
was resumed, Juniperperper
said to the judge and the assembly. "I call Evel Whone as
my first and my only witness."
Jinkersnipes put his hand to
his head and said, "I don't believe it. I don't believe it."
Juniperperper smiled and
said, "Don't worry, I have a
plan."
Sneezing, Evel Whone took
the stand.
"Now, Evel Whone, I just
have a few questions for you,"
Juniperperper said.
"You're a silly elf to call
me," Evel Whone replied.
"Evel Whone,'' Juniperperper said. "Is it true that you
don't like Santa?"
"Mmmm," he replied. "But
that isn't the reason I filed
charges."
"Now tell me does the rest of
your family like Santa?" Juniperperper asked.
"Well, now, ah, well. now,
ah,"Evel Whone replied.
"1 have a letter here written
to Santa from Nyce Whone,
your son," Juniperperper said
"He asked Santa to bring him
toys this Christmas because he

Christmas was safe for another year.
When they got back to their
room, a phone call from Santa
was waiting for them.
"Congratulations," Santa
said. "I knew you two would
come through."
"When can we come home?"
Juniperperper asked.
"North Pole Two is on its
way," Santa said. "You'll be
back in the North Pole tonight .
And there is a special person
aboard for you, Juniperperper," he said.
After they hung up. Juniperperper said, "I bet that special
person is Julia June.
Juniperperper was right. du ha June was waiting for them
when they boarded North Pole
Two.
"You were wonderful', Juniperperper," she said. "And
Jinkersnipes was great, too."
A
shy
Juniperperper
---.
o-1-,
thanked her. The trip back to
and Julia June gave him a kiss on the chreek
the North Pole was made under
was such a good boy. Now here the charges. I lied. I withdraw a bright sun.
The plane landed at exactly
is another letter to Santa from the Charges."
Dag Whood looked down and 6:03 and all of Santa's elves
your daughters, Lovely and
said, "Do I understand that and reindeer were on hand to
Lively Whone. They said they you want to withdraw all greet them. The Lunch Whistle
were good girls and should get charges agitinst Santa?"
bird flew overhead sounding
toys from Santa."
"I do, I do," Evel Whone his whistle and Maim the Penguin mailman flapped his nip"Well, they should," Evel shouted.
Whone replied. "They were
"Does anyone have any ob- pers.
good all year and I'm sure San- jections?" Dag Whood asked.
Mrs. Claus and Santa
ta will bring them toys. Just
hugged Juniperperper and
No one did.
because I am mad at Santa
Dag Whood said, "I pro- inkersnipes.
doesn't mean he won't bring nounce Santa totally cleared of "You saved Christmas,"
my children toys."
all charges and wish you all a they said.
The two elves were led to the
"Tell me, Evel Whone. What very happy Christmas."
will you be doing on Christmas
huge dining hall and enjoyed a
The
entire
assembly
room
eve?" Juniperperper asked.
victory feast.
"I'll be trimming the tree was filled with cheers as the
Afterwards Santa stood up
delegates
said,
"Hurrah
for
and helping Nyce and Lovely
and said,"I have an announceSanta.
hurrah
for
Santa."
and Lively hang up their stockment to make."
Jinkersnipes said, "You did
ings," Evel Whone replied.
He looked down at Juniper"All right, I have just one it, Juniperperper. How did you perper and said, "I'm relieving
more question for you," Juni- know about the the letters from you of your duties at the
Nyce, Lively and Lovely Christmas Ball factory.
perperper said.
"If Santa it found guilty Whone?"
Juniperperper looked sad
"Malox the Penguin ma il- and disappointed.
there won't he anyone left to
bring toys to any boys or girls bird told me," Juniperperper "And,- Santa continued. "I
and that includes. Nyce, Lively tepliecr
am making you my firat,aseisEvil Whone came over to the tent."
and Lovely," Juniperperper
said. "My question is how will two elves and'said,"You won
The other elves applauded
and shouted congratulations,
YOU explain the absence of this time. But just wait
"(;ee he is a sore loser." Julia June stood up and gnve
Santa to your children."
him a kiss on the cheek.
The courtroom hushed as Jinkersnipes said.
The two elves returned to And, -I isaiwrpitraerji_spaile
Evel Whone thought.
Suddenly he said, "Oh, my their hotel room- arritd -efie TP-ite haTroine—NortFt Pole to
gosh, I never thought of that. cheers of the people of New the Christmas Star.
Oh, goodness me. I withdraw York.
The End
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Borg Toast
Of Sweden
By STEPHAN NASSTROM
AP Sports Writer
STOCKHOLM (Apt — Bjorn
Borg was the toast of Sweden
today after the Swedes won
Their first Davis Cup in history.
, Borg, who led Sweden to a 3-2
victory over Czechoslovakia
Sunday, is the world's most
successful tennis player this
year. But the 19-year-old
superstar will not be ranked No.
1 in 1975.
Most experts will probably
put American Arthur Ashe
ahead of the greatest teen-age
player the game has ever seen.
Ashe won at Wimbledon and
the World Championship of
Tennis title in Dallas.
Borg won only one major
individual event — the French
Open crown in Paris for the
second straight year. -But he
produced a record in other big
tournaments that no other star
could match this year.
The young Swede was runnerup at the WCT playoffs and the
Masters, reached the quarters
in both the Italian Championships and Wimbledon, the
semifinals in the U.S. Open and
then finally helped Sweden to
become only the sixth nation to
win the Davis Cup — the symbol
of international team tennis
supremacy.
'lie Nastase, Romania's
Masters winner and coach of
the Swedish Davis Cup team,
says he rates Ashe the year's
top player.
So does Jan Kodes,the former
Wimbledon champ and twotime U.S. Open finalist, who
was crushed by Borg,6-4, 6-2, 62, Sunday, giving Sweden an
unbeatable 3-1 lead over the
Czechs in the 63rd world final.
For Borg, it was the first
major success in his former
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Camera
Never Needs Flash Cubes
$79.95 Value
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• Knight Sidelined

INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — The
Indiana Pacers were dealt a
sts5.W..Isstor4ro serious blow Sunday when they
learned star forward Billy
Knight will be lost to the elub
with a broken hand for three to
four weeks.

7 and Almo
ing rounds of
1 Basketball
hampionship

maker at the
n's Club last
;visit to The

home town. He now lives in
Monte Carlo.
This was the greatest
have
moment in my life.
always dreamt of winning the
Davis Cup since I played my
first match in the tournament,"
said Borg.
In all, Borg has played 26
Davis Cup singles and won 23 —
including an all-time record 12
straight wins this year."But my
big goals are Wimbledon and
the U.S. Open. I'd like to win at
least one of these tournaments
next year," he said.
Other members of the
winning Swedish Davis Cup
team were the Bengtson,
Birger Andersson and Rolf
Norberg.
Lennart Bergelin, Sweden's
nonplaying captain, picked the
30-year old veteran Bengtson
instead of Andersson for the
second string singles.
indoor
Bengtson,
an
specialist, lost both his singles
against Jiri Hrebec and Kodes,
but teamed excellently with
Borg to win the important
doubles match Saturday from
Kodes and Vladimir Zednik 6-9,
6-4,6-4.
After Borg's heroic performance, watched by a sellout
crowd of 4,500 fans in the Royal
Tennis Hall; Hrebec defeated
Bengston 1-6, 6-3, 6-1,6-4 in the
closing singles match, which
was meaningless.
The Swedish team's triumph
was
the
finest
sports
achievement for this country
since Ingernar Johansson won
the world heavyweight boxing
crown in 1959 by knocking out
Floyd Patterson.

Buy as
Low as

s661N
.

I

Antique Mall
Murray, Ky.
lonardo Piano Co.
Paris, Tenn.

American
Knight, the
Basketball Association's second
leading scorer with a 26.3
average, suffered the injury in
the fourth quarter of Indiana's
112-109 victory over Kentucky
Saturday night.
Club officials said Knight, a
second-year man from Pittsburgh University, was not sure
how the injury occurred. He had
just reported into the game
when he was fouled by
Kentucky's Maurice Lucas.
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No. 35358 Quartzrnatk,
Liquid Crystal
Field Effect Digital Dispisy. Activated
liquid crystal segments on clear background display refract available light to
provide clear, digital time readout. Softly
brushed, chrome-color case blends with
flared, heavy-link, adjustable. stainless
steel, buckle-type band. Colon flasher indicates seconds. Bleck-dial mask frames
digital readout. Power cell included
Quartzrnatic accuracy.

A TALLEY INDUSTRIES COMPANY
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Liquid Crystal
Reid Effect Digital Display. Activated .
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Colts Complete Cinderella
Turnaround For.Playoff Spot
By BRUCE LOWITT
Bowels 47,Chargers 17
AP Sports Writer
Cincinnati quarterback Ken
First of all ... well, that's Anderson passed for three
really all there is to say about touchdowns, ran for one and got
the I3engals off to an inthe Baltimore Colts.
Of all the teams in the surmountable 41-10 first-half
American Conference East, the lead against the Chargers.
The Bengals open their
least likely to finiah first this
year was Baltimore. After all, a playoffs Sunday in Oakland
team that finished the previous against the Raiders,champions
season tied for the National ef the West Division.
John McDaniel recovered two
Football League's worst record
at 2-12 would have to go through San Diego fumbles 59 seconds
apart in the opening quarter
a lot of lengthy rebuilding.
Rebuilding, yes. Lengthy, no. and Stan Fritts turned them
hammered both into touchdowns, a sixyard
Colts
The
themselves together in one big Anderson pass and a oneyard
hurry. Then, with rookie Coach run. Anderson also hit Isaac
Ted Marchibroda at the helm, Curtis with a 52-yard TD bomb,
they proceeded to hammer found Le vii Elliott on a 14apart everything in sight, yarder and ran two yards for a
reeling off nine straight vic- score.
Cardinals 24, Lions 13
tories to climax an incredible
Dwayne Crump returned a
season that gave them the East
Division title and a berth in the blocked field goal attempt 64
yards for a second-quarter
playoffs.
"It's a good feeling to know touchdown which sparked St.
you can come all the way from
last to first," Bert Jones, the
quarterback of this remarkable
crew, said after the Colts
capped their cinderella turnaround by beating New
England 34-21 on Sunday.
The Colts came from behind
three times to beat the stubborn
By The Associated Press
Patriots, taking the lead for
Bill Melchionni, the New York
good on an 11-yard touchdown Nets' player-assistant coach, is
run by Lydell Mitchell with 8:19 wearing his two hats well.
to play, then adding the clincher
The veteran guard came up
66 seconds later on Nelson with 15 points and 11 assists to
Munsey's 30-yard touchdown spark the New York Nets to a
run with one of Baltimore's five 118-91 rout of the Virginia
interceptions. Jones passed for Squires Sunday. He hit six shots
one touchdown and ran for in a row during the second
another.
quarter as the Nets busted the
In Sunday's other crucial game open.
game, Cincinnati stomped San
Diego 47-17 to clinch the AFC
wild-card as the conference's
fourth playoff team. Elsewhere,
St. Louis beat Detroit 24-13,
Dallas downed the New York
Jets 31-21, Oakland defeated
Kansas City 28-20, Philadelphia
By The Associated Press
upset Washington 26-3, Green
The
Quebec
Nordiques'
Bay beat Atlanta 22-13, Houston defense was so shocking Sunday
whipped Cleveland 21-10, night that no one knew quite
Chicago crushed New Orleans what to make of it.
42-17 and the New York Giants
nosed ant San Franeisco 26-23.
-"They have a great
.On Saturday, Miami edged defensive team," said CinDenver 14-13, Minnesota- Cliriati Coach Terry Slater.
mauled Buffalo 35-13 and Lai
Angeles beat Pittsburgh 10-3.
-"Their defense is not all
With the AFC East in the bag. that great," said Murray
the Colts head into Pittsburgh Myers, who riddled it for three
next Saturday - and into the goals, the first hat trick in the
feared Steel Curtain that cam( fledgling Cincinnati club's
down with the Super Bowl title a history.

Cards, points as the Raiders whipped
who won the National Con- Kansas City.
Eagles IS, Redskins 3
ference East and face NFC
Cornerback Joe Lavender's
West champ Los Angeles next
Saturday, also got a touchdown 36-yard interception return for a
on a 57-yard sprint by third- touchdown and linebacker
string running back Jerry Frank LeMaster's 89-yard
scoring run with another theft
Latin.
carried Philadelphia over the
Cowboys 31, Jets 21
Louis past Detroit. The

Clint Longley's 10-yard Redskins.
pass to Drew
touchdown
Packers 22,Fabian 13
Pearson and Toni Fritadfs 22Eric Torkelson's 15-yard
yard field goal in the third
quarter carried the Cowboys touchdown run following a 61past the Jets. Robert Newhouse yard interception return by
rushed for 108 yards and a Perry Smith vaulted the
touchdown as Dallas, the NFC Packers into the lead in the
wild-card club, prepared for Its second period and sparked
playoff opener next Sunday in them past Atlanta.
Minnesota against the Vikings, Oilers 21,Brow= 10

Dan Pastorini's 76-yard
champions of the Central
touchdown bomb to Ken
Division.
Burrough and two-yard scoring
Raltkrs 28, Chiefs 28
Pete Banaszak ran for bursts by Don Hardeman and
touchdowns of 1, 3 and 5 yards Ronnie Coleman led the Oilers,
and George Blanda raised his 10-4, over Cleveland for their
career scoring total- to 2,002 best season since 1962.

Melchionni Finds More Ways
Than One To Help Nets Win
In
lockerroom
the
terwards, reverting to

af-

his
coaching role, Melchionni
played down his own contribution.
"We were moving around,
looking for shots," he said. "I
just happened to be in the right
place at the right time."
Why did he only take three
more shots the rest of the
game?

Stingers Win Wild One
Over Nordiques, 11-7

year ago.
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-"We simply played poor
defense," said Quebec Coach
Guy Gendron.
Gendron and Myers were
right as the Stingers blasted
home 11 goals while outlasting
the Nordiques 11-7 in a World
Hockey Association contest.
Bryan Campbell chipped in
with two goals and a pair of
assists during a record 10-goal
second period - seven by the
Stingers. Myers scored his
second, third and fourth goals of
the season on only three shots.
He got one goal in the secondperiod outburst, during which
Pierre Guite, Rick Dudley, Ron
Plumb and Ray LaRose also
scored for Cincinnati.

76
Fighting Saints 3, Jets 1
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Keon
scored
Dave
Minnesota's first and last goals
while Fran Huck snapped a tie
with 4/
2 minutes to go in the
1
first period. Bobby Hull got
Winnipeg's goal, his 20th of the
season.
Toros 4,Oilers 2
Richard Farda, Lou Nistico
and Jeff Jacques scored in the
2 minutes of the second
1
final 5/
period to rally Toronto for the
second time.
Mariners 3, Aeros 1
Don Burgess broke a 1-1 tie in
the second period. After
Houston took the lead on a goal
by Andre Rinse, San Diego tied
it on Norm Ferguson's rebound
midway through the second
period. Burgess netted the
winner 11
2 minutes later and
/
Joe Noris scored San Diego's
final goal early in the third
period.
Roadrunners 0,Racers I
"All I know is they told us the
equipment was aboard," said

"I wanted to give other guys a
chance," he replied. "I'm
beyond the stage of points."
The victory avenged a 94-90
Nets loss at Virginia Thursday
night and kept them in the thick
of the American Basketball
Association race.
In other ABA games Sunday,
the San Antonio Spurs edged the
Spirits of St. Louis 108-106 and
the Denver Nuggets defeated
the Indiana Pacers 122-117.
Denver, 20-6, still leads the
2 games. San
1
Nets, 17-8, by 2/
Antonio, 17-10, is third, followed
by Indiana at 17-11 in the tight
ABA race.
Nets star Julius Erving
scored 31 points, shooting 12 of
17 from the field, and grabbed
12 rebounds before sitting out
the final period. He's been
bothered by a bruised left hip.
The Nets, spurred by
Melchionni and Erring, outscored Virginia 34-16 in the
second period to establish a lit.
40 halftime edge, and the
Squires never recovered. Mike
Jackson topped Virginia with 20
points and Jim Eakins had 17.
Spars 108, Spirits 101
Two ex-Nets were the

key
men for San Antonio. Forward
Larry Kenon poured in a
career-high 42 points, and
center Billy Paultz' hook shot
with 1:02 to play provided the
Spurs with the winning points.
Nuggets 122, Pacers 117
Center Dan Issel scored six of
his 27 points in the final 2:45 to

help Denver to victory. Ralph
put the
Nuggets ahead 114-113, then
lasel's scoring sealed the
decision.

Simpson's free throw

Bears 42,Sahib 17
Rookie quarterback

Bob
Avellini ran for one touchdown
and passed to Greg Latta for
three more covering 13;5 and 20
yards as Chicago routed the
Saints.
Giants 22,49ers 23
Larry Watkins' one-yard
touchdown run in the fourth
quarter following a pass interference call against San

Francisco cornerback Nat Allen
,gave the Giants their victory.
Dolphins 14,Breams'13
Earl Morrell came off the
bench to lead two second-half
touchdown drives that carried
Miami past Denver. Despite the
victory, the Dolphins fell out of
the playoffs for the first time in
five years.
Vikings 35, Bills 13
Fran Tarkenton threw his
290th and 291st career
touchdown passes to surpass
John Unitas' NFL record and
Chuck Foreman scored four
touchdowns-two on the passes
and two on short runs-to lead
Minnesota over the Bills.
Foreman's four scores gave
him 22 for the year - but
Buffalo's O.J. Simpson got two
to make it 23 on the season,
shattering Gale Sayers' NFL
record.
Rams 10,Steelers
Reserve quarterback Ron
Jaworski's five-yard run for a
fourth-period touchdown gave
Los Angeles its victory and
snapped Pittsburgh's 11-game
winning streak.
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SPORTS
AP Says Stram Will Become
New Coach For New Orleans
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer,

Hank
Stram, the dapper little man
who developed Kansas City's
"offense of the '705" as the
Chiefs' only coach through their
first 15 years, will be named
head coach of the National
Football League's New Orleans
Saints this
week, The
Associated Press has learned.
According to a source close to
Stram and his former team, the
announcement of the appointment is expected to be made
Friday, Dec. 27, one year to the
day after he was fired by Chiefs'
owner Lamar Hunt, and Stram
is to receive a multiyear contract worth at least 2100,000 a
year.
The 53-year-old Strain has
been a television football
commentator for CBS this year.
On Sunday he was working in
San Francisco at the 49ers'
game against the New York
Giants. He refused either to
confirm or deny the report,
saying only: "I've talked to the
Saints a couple of times and
beyond that I have nothing to
NEW YORK (AP) -

say."
In New Orleans, John Mecom,
president of the Saints, would
not admit newsmen to his
private box at the Saperdome.
Later Mecom denied the
report.
'There is nothing to that story
out of New York," he said.
told Hank two weeks ago that I
would call him once I had made
my decision. He told me he'd
like to know as soon as possible
I told him I would do just that.
"Right now, I have a very
long trip to make before making
any decision."

Texans when the American
Football League was born in
1960. Three years later, unable
to compete for fans with the
Dallas Cowboys of the older

NFL, the team was moved to
Kansas City, where Strain
became a sideline fixture,
strutting along in blazer and
vest like a modern-day
Napoleon, clutching a rolled-up
game plan.
In 1962, the Texans won the
AFL championship. In 1967 the
Chiefs lost to Green Bay in
Super Bowl I. And in 1970, they
scored a 23-7 triumph over the
favored Minnesota Vikings in

Mecom declined to say where Super Bowl IV.
he was going.
That game, in which the
Stram would replace Ernie Chiefs employed a wide-open
Hefferle, elevated from director attack, spawned the "offense of
of pro personnel to interim head the '70s" tag. In the first four
coach of the Saints midway in years of the decade, it fit. The
highly
this season after Mecom fired Chiefs
a
were
John North. New Orleans lost competitive and equally
Its last seven games of the tertaining team. But age caught
season and finished at 2-12, tied up with the Chiefs last year, the
with San Diego for the worst club sank to 5-9, the offense of
record in the league.
the '706 was gone and, after the
Stram had never been a head season,so was Stram.
coach before he took over as
field general of the Dallas

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

The Lakers, losers of four in a
row, led 96-91 before Cleveland
reeled off eight points - two
baskets by Austin Carr,two free
throws and a short jumper by
Bobby Smith - for a 99-96 lead
with 1:12 to play.
Gail Goodrich cut the margin
to one on a long jumper with 37
seconds left. Abdul-Jabbar's
rebound gave the Lakers the
ball with 15 seconds to go, but
his shot caromed off the rim and
Thurmond rebounded.
The Cavs had seven men in
double figures led by Jim
Brewer with 18.
Bulls 27, Hawks 90,OT
Atlanta had its Central
Division lead over Cleveland
trimmed to one game as Bob
Love scored 32 points, including

For a few golden moments, it
was the mid-1960s once again.
Shaking off the cobwebs, the
sore back, the wobbly knees,
Nate Thurmond was playing
like the Thurmond of old blocking shots, grabbing
rebounds, clogging the middle
on defense and setting up the
attack at the other end of the
court.
Once rated among the
premier defensive centers in
the game, Thurmond showed
some of his old magic Sunday
night in shackling Los Angeles
superstar Kareem AbdulJabbar without a point in the
final period as the Cleveland
Cavaliers rallied for a 99-98
the Bulls' last six in regulation
victory over the Lakers.
first two in
A crowd of 19,404 - second play and the
overtime. Tom Boerwinkle and
largest in Coliseum history Jack Marin hit two baskets each
saw the Cavaliers set a club
in the extra period.
record with their seventh

By The
CCNY 68
Delaware
NS. 78
Drexel 9:
Holvra 7
Holy Cra
Maine 80
Niagara
Penn Si
Rulgers
S?. Bcrla
leyan 84
John'l
U 66
S'.S. Josepi
Syracuse
Villanova
59
Arkansas

d
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PIERCED
EARRINGS

from a seven-point deficit in the
fourth quarter and on to their
ninth win in a row. His jumper,
steal and lay-in in the final two
minutes iced the victory.
Backs 103, Sonies 101
Elmore
Smith
gave
Milwaukee a four-point lead
with a pair of free throws. Then,
after Rod Derline's jumper cut
the margin in half, Smith
swatted away a Seattle pass to
preserve the triumph.
Milwaukee's Bob Dandridge
poured in 31 points - but only
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one in the second half.

Jolly
Good
Wishes
for
Christmas

Jazz 120,Suns 107

Nate Williams scored 27
points and Aaron James 21 to
lead New Orleans to its third
victory in four games.
Warriors 101, Blazers 102
Rick Barry scored 32 points

Sonia's
ringing out
jolliest
wishes to all,

and helped relly the Warriors

Pro.Football
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
National Football League
Notional Conference
Eastern Division
W. L. .1. Pct. PF PA
11 3 0 .706 356 276
x.St.L.
w.Dallas 10 4 0 .714 391 266
8 6 0 .571 325 276
Wash
NY Gnis 5 9 0 .357 216 306
10 0 .286 225 302
4
Phila.
Central Division
12 2 0 157 377 180
x-Mlnri.
7 7 0 .500 245 262
Del.
410 0 .266 226 265
G. Bay
4 10 0 .206 191 379
chic.
Western Division
12 2 0 .857 312 135
x.L.A
5 9 0 357 255 286
S. Fr
4 10 0 286 240 289
All.
212 0 143 165 360
NOn.
American Conference
Eastern Division
W. L. . T. Pls. PF PA
10 4 0 .714 395 269
x Balt.
10 4 0 .714 157 222
Miami
Buff.
8 6 0 .571 420 355
N. Eng. 3 11 0 .214 258 358
NY
Jets 3 10 0 .214 256 433
Central Division
12 2 0 .857 373 162
s-Pitt.
11 3 0 .786 140 246
w-Cinn.
10 4 0 .714 293 226
Hous.
Cleve,
3 11 0 .214 218 372
Western Division
11 3 0 786 375 255
x-Oak.
6 8 0 429 254 307
Denver
K.City
5 9 0 .385 282 341
04il90 212 0 .143 Ise 343
x-clinched division title
w-clInched wild card spot
Saturday's Results
Minnesota 35, Buffalo 13
Miami 14, Denver 13
Los Angdes 10, Pittsburgh 3
Swoon y's ftssutis
Cincinnetl 41; San Diego 17
St. Louis 24, Detron 13
Dallas 31, New York Jets 21
Philadelphia 26, Washington 3
Baltimore 34, New England
21
Green Bay 72, Atlanta 13
Houston 21, Cleveland 10
Chicago 42, New Centers 17
Oakland 26, Kansas City 30
New Yort Giants 26, San
Francisco 23
Regular Season Ends
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Nate Thurmond Helps
Cavs To Beat Lakers

straight National Basketball
Coach Sandy Hucul. "But when
Indiana's Darnell Hillman Association victory.
we arrived, they said, 'Hey,
"We didn't shoot as well today
there's no hockey bags on that also scored 27, while David
as we have been in this streak,"
Thompson had 26 for Denver.
airplane."
said Cavs Coach Bill Fitch.
"But our defense covered up for
our bad shooting."
And leading that defense was
Thurmond, the 34-year-old
pivotman who was picked up
from the Chicago Bulls earlier
of the third period. The Flames„, this season. While AbdulBy The Associated Press
in their last nine starts, Jabber rolled up 34 points in the
7-1-1
The Buffalo Sabres scored
first three periods, he was shut
one goal Sunday night ... for took the lead when Eric Vail) out down the stretch as
into
seconds
50
the
just
scored
the
shot
almost every
a five-point
game. Boston tied it on Jean Cleveland erased
Washington Capitals took.
the
in
deficit
final
three
minutes
The hapless Caps got off 15 Ratelle's power play goal at to win.
8:32.
shots at Buffalo goalie Gerry
In other NBA games, the
Flyers 8,Blues 3
Desjardins, scoring twice.
Chicago Bulls beat the Atlanta
Leach
twice
scored
Reggie
Meanwhile, the Sabres fired 50
Hawks 97-90 in overtime, the
at Washington's Ron Low and and had two assists. He put New Orleans Jazz defeated the
4-3
stay
to
Philadelphia
ahead
Bernie Wolfe - and 14 went in
with two minutes left in the Phoenix Suns 120-107, the
the net bra 14-2 victory.
second period. Leach's second Golden State Warriors topped
the Portland Trail Blazers 108The outburst, two shy of the tally at 1:42 of the third period
102 and the Milwaukee Bucks
National Hockey League's one- was followed by goals by Gary
edged the Seattle SuperSotqs
Mel
Dornhoefer,
Bridgman
and
game record, was a Buffalo
103-101.
club mark and the most yielded Bill Barber.
2
Islanders
5,
Hawks
Black
by the Caps in their two-year
Chicago scored all five goals
To Be Honored
, Ustory of record-setting yields.
Eight Buffalo goals came in in the third period after trailing
NEW HAVEN, Conn.(AP)the third period, equaling the 2-0. John Marks batted in a pair
The veteran coach of the Fiesta
on
assisted
and
another
and
Sabres
the
NHL record, while
Bowl-bound Arizona State
established league marks by Darcy Rota also scored twice.
football team will be honored
piling up 40 points (14 goals, 26 New York's Jude Drouin and
here Jan. 24 with all the other
assists) in the game and 23 Denis Potvin scored with
members of the Walter Camp
Chicago shorthanded.
points(8-15) in the third period.
All-America football team.
Canadiens 2, Seals 1
Guy Latleur's 21st goal of the
Buffalo's Rick Martin got four
The locally based Walter
goals and an assist against season in the second period Camp Football Foundation has
Washington and Fred Stanfield extended Montreal's unbeaten named Arizona State's Frank
added three goals. Danny Gare streak to nine games- six wins Kush as coach of the year and in
scored his 22nd goal, matching and three on Dave Gardner's addition picked players from 17
Martin's total, while Gil goal.
schools to be on the team which
Perreault and Don Luce each
Rangers 2, North Stars 0
has been chosen annually for
tallied twice. Gare also had four
New York goalie John the last 86 years.
assists.
Davidson stopped 19 Minnesota
The team is named in
shots in registering his second
of Yale Coach Walter
memory
NHL
career
shutout.
The
Flames!, Bruins 1
Camp, generally considered the
Rangers
gave
him
all
the
behind
points
Boston fell two
father of modern college
first-place Buffalo in the Adams support he needed on goals by
Yale
football. Camp led
Steve
late
Vickers
in
the
first
Randy
Atlanta's
Division when
to a
teats
football
University
period
and
Billy
Fairbairn
Manery scored on a deflected
record in the late 1800s.
67-2
midway
through
the
second.
18:31
at
line
blue
the
shot from

Sabres Explode For 14
Goals In Rout Of Caps

LNII 1:I:_k)
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Clemson Coach Enraged At Volunteer Classic
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
makes."
AP Sports Writer
Tennessee's Ray Mears didn't
Bill Foster got some "home see
any home court advantage
cooking" - and didn't like the just the advantage of a team
taste of it.
that played better.
The Clemson coach, in fact,
"We did a super job on
was fed up with the officiating
defense, and in the last half, we
after his Tigers lost the
made some good offensive
Volunteer Classic to Tennessee
maneuvers, "said the coach of
Saturday night.
the nation's 11th-ranked team.
"It's hard to believe we made
more fouls than they did," a Tennessee's victory set a
boiling Foster said after his home team trend of winners in
basketball team was beaten 77A the major holiday season
66 by the Vols. "I'd like to take tournaments over the weekend.
them on in that other 'Big Top-ranked Indiana won its
Orange Country' back home. own Indiana Classic with a 101The
difference on the 74 rout of Virginia Tech; No. 16
scoreboard is about the dif- Michigan defeated Miami of
ference playing at home Ohio 90-76 to win the Miehigan

College Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
Butler 63, Ball St. 61
EAST
Centenary 99, N. III. &I
CCNY 68, Queens 56
C. Mich. 66, Ind. St. 61
Delaware 100, St
Creighton 65, N. Dak. St. 63
Mary's,
N.S. 78
Detroit 94, Ohio Xavier 64
Drexel 93, W. Chester 71
Drake 118, NE III. 95
Hofstra 78, LIU 75
Illinois 66, Arizona 60
Holy Crcss 86, Mass. 711
Iowa 67, U.S. Intl 52
Maine 80, Dartmouth 79
Kansas St. 99, NE M650uri 69
Niagara 78, lona 58
Marquette 75, Northwestern
Penn St. 70, Colgate 64
53
Rutgers 95, Temple 62
Neb.Omaha 84, Iowa St. 73
S. Bonaventure 95, Ill. Wes
N. Dalt. 95, Cal Irvine69
leyan 84
Ohio St. 94, Davidson 65
S. Jam's, N.Y. 78, American
Ohio U. 100, Cleveland St di
U. 66
Princeton 69, S. III. 58
St. Joseph's, Pa. 77, Penn 71
St. Louis U. 68, Canisius 54
Syracuse 59, Boston Col, 58
Toledo 87, Wayne St. 51
Villanova 67, St. Francis, Pa.
Wichita St. 65, Oklahoma 60
59
MIDWEST
SOUTH
Arkansas 84, Okla. City 63
Austin Pee y 96. Marshall 79
E. Car. 68, Citadel 67
E. Ky. 67, Morris Harvey 61
Louis/Ole 78, Manhattan 71
Maryland 81, Fordham 56
Merrothis St. 105, MWern Tex.
76
Morehead St. 76, Cal. 59
N. Car. 104, E. Tenn. 67
N. Car. St. 95, Mich. St. 75
Tulane 91, Miss. 88
UNC-Charlotte 78, Vanderbilt
61

Invitational; 20th-ranked
Kentucky beat Oregon State 8274 to win the Kentucky
Invitational; Kansas took the
Jayhawk Classic with a 74-73
thriller over LaSalle; Texas-El
Paso won the Sun Bowl Classic
for the 12th time in 15 years with
an 82-53 decision over Southern
Methodist; Arkansas State beat
Northeast Louisiana 93-90 in
qvertime to win the Indian
Holiday Classic and No. 14 Sin
Francisco won its Cable Car
Classic with a 91-77 decision
wer Providence.
Elsewhere, Alabama, the
nation's No. 8 club, whipped
Florida State 76-72 to capture
tbe Big Sun Tournament in St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Mississippi
State took the Dayton
Invitational with a 70-57 victory
over Long Beach State; Akron

turned back Youngstown State
64-62 to win the Youngstown
Classic and Nebraska stopped
New Mexico State 79-75 to take
the Roadrunner Invitational.
Elsewhere, it was No. 2
Maryland over Fordham 8146;
No. 3 Marquette over Northwestern 75-53; No. 4 North
Carolina over East Tennessee
State 164-67; No. 6 UCLA over
Seattle 106-72; No. 9 North
Carolina State over Michigan
State 95-75; No. 10 Louisville
over Manhattan 78-71; No. 12
Washington over San Jose State
88-69; No. 13 Nevada-Las Vegas
over Old Dominion 116-90; No.
15 Rutgers over Temple 95-62
and No. 18 St. John's, N.Y.,over
American U.78-66.
Tennessee's Bernard King,
the MVP in the Vol Classic, was
blanked by the Tigers until part

Ohio. The Wolverines didn't get
untracked until the second half
when they outscored the
Redskins 22-7 to take a 59-45
lead.
Kentucky lost a 10-point lead
in the first half, then came back
behind Mike Phillips after intermission to beat Oregon State
win the Kentucky
and
Invitational for the 17th time in
23 years.
In an earlier consolation
game, 19th-ranked Arizona
State whipped Georgia Tech 8570 behind Rick Taylor and Gary
Johnson.
Norm Cook's free throw with
no time left on the clock lifted
Kansas to a pulsating victory
over LaSalle. Cook was fouled
as time ran out by Donn Wilbur,
who 50 seconds earlier had tied
the game for LaSalle at 73-73.

of the game but finally got a
basket with 4:38 left in the first
half when goaltending was
*milled on Tree Rollins,
Cianson's 7-foot-1 pivotman.
King wound up with 24 points,
one less than teammate Ernie
Grwdeld. Rollins led Clemson
with M.
Scott May rifled in 27 points
as Indiana's hotshot Hoosiers
bit on 74 per cent of their shots
in the first half and blasted
outgunned Virginia Tech. May,
a 6400t-7 All-American forward
who scored 18 points Friday
night in the opening game of the
tourney, equalled that total in
the first half against the Gobblers.
Phil Hubbard scored 21 points
and Join Robinson poured in 20
to lead Michigan past Miami of

Inflamed by the ejection of
Coach Don Haskins early in the
first half, Texas-El Paso ran off
17 points to beat SMU. Don
Henderson scored 33 points and
pulled down 16 rebounds as
Arkansas State defeated
Northeast Louisiana. Marlon
Redmond scored nine straight
points after San Francisco's
lead had melted to four to help
the Dons defeat Providence.
Alabama, led by Leon
Douglas, withstood a torrid
closing rally by Florida State;
Gary Hooker poured in 28 points
to power Mississippi State past
Long Beach State; Jim Abrams
pumped in a 30-footer with 10
seconds left to lift Akron over
Youngstown State, and Larry
Cox scored 23 points, leading
Nebraska over New Mexico
State.

FAR WEST
Brigham Young 89, Weber St.

HAIR DRYER
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Robyn
WV-23A
PA switch,full.
rangevariable
squelch,switchable
noise limiter!

szc-a.ca.
Reg $189.95

On Sale at

Capri-Cheri-Cine Boxoffices

149"

sx-102 - $159-95

JASCO JUMBO WARMING TRAY
Maintains low heat under foods. keeps 'em warm
without drying "em out. 25" x r. 2118/924CW

Polse-11etlc-controlled
wee bisinlies se
10
speeds; or esediessos r-.largeI-cop glass mealier epees et bedi sods
for oese clomp; tot cap
is cover for Wing isgre
ilieou while processing
2029/854-04/5/8

OAZEY SEAL-A-MEAL 11
Seal and freers seasonal vegetables, leftovers, etc. in boilable pouches; seals most
other plastic materials too 2103.'7000W/5800
Pack of 31 Pouches. 2104,7/5004 .2.50
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Micro twin head -one side
for underarms the other
for less.LS4C

FLO'VIE it
Shoes will be replaced
free of charge if soles
wear out within one year
while uppers are still
serviceable.
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Robyn

Special

1114pood Binder

MURRAY
HEATER

Has 500 watts to dry even
long hair fast. Comb detanHD-4
gles or smoothes.

23-Channel .Watt Mobile CB
Transceiver...Big Savings Now!

TOURNAMENTS
Gardner-Webb 88, Lenoir
Rhyne 83
Mich. 90, Miami, Ohio 76
Indiana 101, Va. Tech 71
Oregon 87, Georgia 74
Kentucky 82, Ore. St. 74
Ariz. St. 15, Ga. Tech 70
Miss. St, 70, Long Beach St.
57
Dayton 91, Wash. St. 81
Tenn-Chattanooga 83, Carson.
Newman72
Buffalo St. 86, W. Ga. 84
N.C. A&T 94, Jackson St. 89
S. Fla. 70, Pitt 63
Kansas 74, LaSalle 73
Texas A&M 71, Yale 62
E. III. 19, W. III. 68
Nebraska 79, New Max..St. 75
Denver 79, Pacific 78
Tennessee 77, Clemson 66
Mid. Tenn. St. 78, Army 71
Texas.EI Paso 82, SMU 53
Auburn 92, Tulsa 74
Akron 64, Youngstown St. 62
Ala. 76, Fla. St. 72
III. St. 88, Bradley 83
Arkansas St. 93, NE La. 90
OT

10d
ihes

799

By Gillette

105,
Cal-Bakersfleld
St.
Mary's 86
Cal-Davis 89, Cal Poly-Pomona 77
Gonzage 76, Regis Col. 41
Idaho St. 88, Cal.-St. Fullerton 69
Minnesota 83, Mont. St. 75
Nev.-Las Vegas 116, Old Dominion 90
S. Cal 94, Colorado 72
Stanford 63, Cal Poly•Pornoria
61
UCLA 106, Seattle 72
Uafth 100, St. Peter's 82
UThh St. 87, Colo. St. 81
Wash. 88, San Jose St. 69
Wyoming 78, Fresno St. 54
Hawaii 81, Missouri 66

oily

Steve Sheppard scored 17
points and collected eight
rebounds to lead Maryland's
attack; Earl Tatum scored a
game-high 18 points for
Marquette; Mitch Kupchak's 24
led North Carolina; UCLA beat
Marques
behind
Seattle
Johnson's 23 points; Phil
Spence contributed a careerhigh 33 points as North Carolina
State drubbed Michigan State,
and Ricky Gallon's 28 points
past
Louisville
paced
Manhattan.
Washington trimmed San
Jose State as Lars Hansen
scored 24 points; Eddie Owens
had 33 to help Nevada-Las
Vegas beat Old Dominion; Ed
Jordan's 23 paints led Rutgers
over Temple, and St. John's
beat American as Glen
Williams hit for 6

7,CI[©CD
Now you can have a completely automatic colIeensalier at a fantastic low
price. prows S to 9 cups of
coffee: keeps it serving hot.
Kitchen -right colors en
oliminum; black trim.
7424/9444/1
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Egg Research And Promotion
Approved, Nominations Due
ATLANTA, Ga. — • Egg
producers, voting in a
referendum, have approved a
nationwide egg research and
promotion order, the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
USDA)has announced.
The program was approved
by 73 per cent of the 2,160
producers voting (more than
the two-thirds required) and by
86 per cent of the production
represented in the balloting,
based on production for JuneAugust 1975. The mail

referendum was conducted
USDA's
Nov.
3-28
by
Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS).
Organizations certified to
make nominations for the 18member Egg Board have until
Jan. 16 to submit names of egg
producers or their representatives. Nominations should be
sent to H. C. Kennett, Director,
Poultry Division, AMS, USDA,
Washington, D. C. 20250.
The order, authorized by the
Egg Research and Consumer

MF 235 42 hp*
Built for your kind
of farming
• More power than ever
• Standard, Orchard,
Vineyard models
• Crisp new styling
• Bigger capacity hydraulics
• Easy to service
a Improved steering
'Mfr. est.

MUM
Wade Re
F

-Elected
By Farm Bureau

J. Robert Wade, a Simpson
He has held a seat on the
County grain, tobacco and Kentucky Farm Bureau Board
livestock farmer, was re- of Directors since 1961, and just
elected to a third term as recently represented Farm
president of Kentucky Farm Bureau on a Governor's Land
Bureau at the organization's -Use Advisory Council.
annual meeting in Louisville.
Balden, 54, grows certified
Serving with Wade will be seed, tobacco and sheep on 500
First Vice President William acres near Danville. He first
Belden, Boyle County, who like won election to the Kentucky
Wade, was re-elected to a third Farm Bureau Board of
one-year term, and Charles Directors in 1959.
Combs, of Madison County, who
He is chairman of the Council
won election to a first term as for Burley Tobacco, and vicechairman of the Governor's
second vice president.
The three comprise KFB's Council on Agriculture.
Combs, a 48-year-old beef,
Executive Committee, and are
the senior members of a 34- corn and tobacco producer,
member Board of Directors.
replaces Jack Griffith, who did
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
Wade, 48, is president and not win re-election to his
the UK College of Agriculture
manager of Wade Farms, Inc., directorship, as second vice
a family farming corporation, president. His 550-acre farming
Fish, liver, thicken, and and he and
two sons farm 1,500 operation lies near Kirksville,
turkey ate usually the best acres
near
Franklin. In ad- in southern Madison County.
buys in terms ,of lean meat,
dition, he serves as vice
He has served on the KFB
low-saturated fat, nutrients,
Board
for two years, and has
president
of
the
Kentuckyand cost per serving, UK
Extension foods specialists Tennessee Grain Company, a chaired the state Resolutions
farmer-owned commercial feed Committee both years. Combs
point out.
and grain business.
is a graduate of Eastern Kentucky University, where he is a
member of the Board of
Regents. He also serves as
president of the Burley Farmers Advisory Council.
Eight new members were
elected to the Farm Bureau
Board "of Directors during
district caucuses of voting
delegates. They are Bourke
Mantle, Jr., Carlisle County;
William R. Sprague, Union
County; Danny Duvall, Warren
County; Carl Mitchell, Franklin
County; William R. Sewell,
Pulaski County; James R.
Meek, Pendleton County; Sam
Moore, Butter County; and
Robert McMakin, Jefferson
County.
Leaving the Board, in addition to Griffith, are Robert
Broadbent, Trigg County;
Glenn Barrick, Barren County;
for Tractors, Combines, Truck and
Henry Catlett, Grant County;
Passenger cars including a complete
Mrs. Roy Garner, Wayne
County;
Daryl
Grannis,
line of Rain, Mud and Snow Tires
Fleming County; and Wilburn
,Sirls, Marshall County.

Information Act of 1974 and
based on evidence presented at
a public hearing held in May,is
scheduled for publication in the
Dec. 22 Federal Register. The
program will be financed by an
assessment of up Lo 5 cents loteach 30 dozen eggs marketed
and will be operated by the Egg
Board.

Complete Tire Service
El Dorado Tires CBI Tires

Stokes Tractor
,
& Implenieni Co.
Industrial Rd.

Purchase Tire Mart

The Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act grants
payments to farmers who let
their land lie fallow or plant
cover crops. It was enacted
March 2, 1936

East Main at ladistrial Road
753-7111
Max Keel, Mgr.

753-1319

Comments
On Quotas
Of Burley
Comments on proposed
determinations relating to the
amount of the national
marketing quota for the 1976
crop of Burley tobacco were
called for today by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA).
Public Law 92-10 provides
that the amount of the national
marketing quota for Burley
tobacco for the 1976-77
marketing year shall be
determined and announced no
later than February 1, 1976.
Details with respect to the
determinations to be made and
the legislative provisions
governing the .determinations
are scheduled for publication in
the Federal Register December
12, 1975.
Prior to making the determinations, consideration will be
given to any written comments
received not later than January
12, 1976 by the Director,
Tobacco and Peanut Division,
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, DC 20250. All
written submissions will be
made available for public inregular
during
.spection
business hours at the office of
the Director, Room 6741,
USDA's South Building.
USDA also announced a
meeting has been scheduled for
January 9, 1976 to give interested parties a further opportunity to discuss the supply
and demand outlook for Burley
tobacco and the production
needed in 1976 to maintain
supplies in line with demand.
The meeting will be held in the
Seay Auditorium, Agricultural
Science Center, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
at 9:00 a. m., EST.
CALENDAR OF
AGRICULTURAL
MEETINGS
Monday,December 22
Young Adult Farmer Class
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p. m.
For information call Jamie
Potts 753-1870.
Tuesday,December 23
Kirksey Adult Farmer Class
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p. m.
For information call Jamie
Potts 753-1870.

THE CO-OP STORE
Farmer owned-farmer controlled

FEED
'Co-Op
SEED
Produds
FERTILIZER
Insure
Quality' FARM SUPPLIES

Seim

Calloway Cotinty
Soil Improvement Assoc.Inc.
Industrial Rd.

753-2924

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER
Is Internal Revenue
Service Approval Needed
For An IRA Account?
Yes. However, we assume the
responsibility for seeing that our Individual Retirement Accounts are
approved. So if you open an account
with us, there's no delay or red tape
as far as you are concerned.

How Do I Start
An Account?
Opening an Individual Retirement
Account is as easy as opening a
savings account. Stop in and one of
our officers will gladly assist you.
Or, if you wish, call or write and the
necessary forms will be promptly
mailed to you.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand,how such an account might benefit you.

Murray
Bank of
FDIC
4
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We are pleased to advise you of a finance charge waiver on JDEP
financed sales of John Deere equipment which occur after the

use season. Floance charges may be waived according to the
sold-delivery dates and finance dates shown below: 30% Down.

SOLD AND DELIVERED

4

4
40

PLANTERS
CULTIVATORS, ROTARY HOES

May 1, 1976
_

June 1,1976

tjoww OffRE
BALERS AND
MOWER CONDITIONERS

April 1, 1976

TRACTORS

March 1, 1976

NEW AND
USED COMBINES

September 1, 1/76

44 460

J-13 EQUIPMENT, INC.
Robert Barrett, Owner
40

Paris Road,Mayfield, Ky.

4
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FARM ItElliEWit& FORECAST
Selection And Care
Of Christmas Trees
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By Barletta Wrather
Home E,c. Agent
Care must be taken in
selecting and caring for your
Christmas tree.
The leading Christmas tree
species are Douglas - fir;
Balsam- fir; Red Cedar; Black
Spruce; Scotch Pine; and Red
Pine.
When you go to buy your tree
this Christmas, you will want to
get a tree that is fresh and will
be appropriate for you.
U. S. D. A.'s Forest Service
offers tips to help you choose a
tree that will be fresh and pretty
throughout the holiday season..
. (1) Bend a needle on the tree.
If it is resilient, the tree is
fresh;(2) Bump the base of the
tree hard on the ground. If
needles do not fall, the tree is
fresh(spruce trees do not retain
needles well, this does not
necessarily reflect look of
freshness);(3) Feel the bottom
of the stump. On the fresh trees,
it feels sappy and moist.
After you have selected your
tree and finally have it home,
you may decide it is too early to
"put it up." If so, be sure to
place the tree in a bucket of
water,in a cool shaded area.
Before you put the tree in the
stand, cut about an inch or two
off the trunk squarely at the
base. This will allow the tree to
take up water more readily. A
tree stand filled with water will
help prevent needles from
dropping and increase the tree's
resistance to fire. Using a
bucket of set sand will help keep
it fresh also. Add a pint to a
quart of water a day to the tree
stand, being sure to keep the
water level above the bottom of
the .trunk. Also be sure notJo
plaö the tree near7fearei*,
or oilier so
Of Mat;
'Use fireproof decoration of
glass or metal, never cotton or
paper
decoration
unless

FOOD
USDA
&germinate' Marketing Service

flameproof.
Don't set up electric trains
around or near trees. Use
electric lights. Inspect every
electric socket and wire to
make sure set is in good condition. Discard lighting sets
with frayed wiring. When
buying new sets, look for U. L
label.
Provide a switch at some
distance from the tree for
turning tree lights on and off.
Don't leave lights burning
when you are away from home.
From time to time, inspect
tree to see whether any needles
near lights have started to turn
brown. If so, change position of
lights.
Ifyou choose a metal tree
instead of a natural one, use eff
the tree lights. . . e saver and
more beautiful illumination.
Gift wrappings, of course,
should be discarded promptly
and safely after presents are
opened.

Marshall County Woman
Wins Style Revue Award
Mrs. Barbara Wells, Union
County, and Mrs. Edith Nelson,
Marshall County, won their
respective divisions in the
Farm Bureau Style Revue held
as part of Kentucky Farm
Bureau's 56th annual convention in Louisville.
Mrs. Wells won the casual
garments division of the Style
Revue, while Mrs. Nelson won
the division for dressy garments.
Runner-up in the casual
division was Mrs. Joyce Carmatt*, Campbell County, and
third place went to Mrs.Thelma
Smith, Livingston County. In
the dressy garments, Mrs. Anna
Rose Arnold, Carroll County,

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Beyer' of

CORN *SOYBEANS *WHEAT
DistrIbeters Sf

Wayne hied Deltalb Seed Core
Ky Registered and certified
Soybean Seed
Beard
centimes*/ reports Clicsge
Direct teletype
Wheat
and
Soybeans
of Corn,
of Trod* and prices

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Are. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Den Boaz, Owner

As of mid-December, the
supply situation in January is
expected to look like this...
RED MEATS
Beef — plentiful. Production
rate to be about 50 per cent
ahead of year earlier and about
10 per cent above 1973-75
average for the month. Fed beef
output, however, will likely
remain slightly below Jan. 1975
production. Pork... light. Jan.
production rates to average 1618 per cent below year earlier
and well under 1973-75 average
for the month.
POULTRY & EGGS
Broilers- fryers... plentiful.
Jan. production is expected to
be near record — about 10 per
cent more than a year earlier
and about 5 per cent above 197375 Jan. average.
Turkey. . . adequate. New
crop off-season marketings in
Jan. are anticipated at about 30
per cent from year-earlier
stocks and 25 per cent below

Bobby Meador, Mgr.

was second, while Mrs.
Coolidge Cason, Harrison
County, placed third.
The Style Revue, conducted
annually by the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Women, is a contest
designed to recognize excellence in the construction and
modeling of these two types of
garments.
Ten contestants took part in
each division, having earned
the right to compete in the state
event by first winning county
and district style revues.
In other convention activity,
Margaret Sue Cornell of Nelson
County won the senior division
of the Farm Bureau Variety
Show with a Bicentennial
drama skit, while a Breathitt
County Bluegrass music
quartet, Russell Pelfrey, Jr.,
Eddie Pelfrey, Lennie Centers
and Donnie Bush, won the
junior division talent competition.
Second place in the junior
division went to a six-member
vocal group from Harrison
County, Michelle, Dwayne and
Dawn Carr, and Sheri, Sheila
and Ken Hillman. Placing third
was Pam McDowell, LaRue
County, who presented a Lily
Tomlin impression of "Edith
Ann Brown."
The winner of the Farm
Forum discussion meet was
Chris Clark, a Green County
youth. Clark vied with four
other contestants in a issueoriented discussion, judged on
the basis of conversational
ability and knowledge of farm
subjects.
The other Farm Forum
finalists were Mike Houchins,
Grayson County; Edward F.
Fegenbush, Shelby County;
Walter A. Rosser, Mason
County; and Richard Shields,
Bourbon County.
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See year internatiesel liervester Beeler.

Cutter

Taylor Motors, Inc.
So.46 St.

753-1372

plentiful, despite
1973-75 average; thus Jan. peas. .
supplies will be reduced about production 32 per cent under a
year earlier and 6 per cent down
one-fifth from Jan. levels.
Eggs. . . adequate. Output is from 1972-74 average.
Wheat. . plentiful. Estimated
likely to be about 2 per cent
more than year earlier and record output should be 19 per
about the same as Jan. 1973-75 cent greater than 1974's record
crop and 27 per cent more than
average.
1972-74 average.
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
Corn... plentiful for food use.
Milk and dairy products...
Record
production is predicted
production
Nov.
milk
adequate.
topped that of a year earlier by — 25 per cent above last year's
1.9 per cent and was 1.2 per cent crop and 10 per cent more than
above 1972-74 monthly average. 1972-74 average.
Terminology used: PLENCommercial dairy product
stocks in early Nov. continued TIFUL — More than enough for
to decline from both year- requirements. ADEQUATE —
earlier and 1972-74 average. Enough to meet needs. LIGHT
Examples: butter, 78 per cent — Less than adequate; not
under year earlier and 61 per enough for normal needs.
cent below the 3-year average;
American cheese, 26 per cent
and 8 per cent; nonfat dry milk,
75 per cent and 60 per cent.
FRUITS,VEGETABLES,&
NUTS
Fresh apples. . . plentiful.
Record crop is forecast at 13 per
cent above 1974 utilized
production and 17 per cent Comments on proposed
the
above 1972-74 average. Fresh daterminations relating to
national
the
mount
of
winter pears( mainly D'Anjous)
for the 1976
. . . plentiful. Dec. 1 holdings marketing quota
of dark
types
several
for
crop
were nearly 5 per cent greater
cigar tobaccos were called
than a year earlier and 30 per and
today by the U. S. Departcent above 1972-74 Dec. I for
ment
of Agriculture (USDA).
average. Cranberry products. .
types of tobaccos involved
The
about
2
Production
is
. plentiful.
Include: 11) Fire-cured (types
per cent under 1974 utilized
21,22, and 23); (2) Dark airlarger
per
cent
but
2
output,
cured types 35 and 36); (3)
than 1972-74 average.
Virginia sun-cured (type 37);
Fresh citrus fruits and juices.
(4) Cigar filler and binder
. . plentiful. Early, mid-season, (types 42-44 and 53-55); and (5)
and naval orange production to
cigar binder (types 51 and 52).
be slightly above last season The Agricultural Adjustment
and 7 per cent ahead of most Act of 1938 provides that the
recent 3-season average. amount of the national
Grapefruit crop expected to be marketing quota for these types
record large, up 14 per cent of tobaccos for the 1976-77
from last season and 9 per cent marketing year shall be
bigger than latest 3-season determined and announced no
average. Florida frozen con- later than February 1, 1976.
centrated orange juice supply Details with respect to the
1975-76 determinations to be made and
into
carryover
(beginning Dec. 1) was 5 pa the legislative provisions
cent less than a year earlier, but governing the determinations
13 per cent greater than most are scheduled for publication in
recent 3-season average.
the Federal Register December
Canned non-citrus fruits. . 12. 1975.
plentiful. While this year's pack Prior to making final
is slightly smaller, total sup- determinations, consideration
plies are expected to be heavier will be given to any written
than year earlier because of comments received not later
larger carryover stocks.
than January 12, 1976 by the
Raisins. .. plentiful, with 1975 Director, Tobacco and Peanut
crop slightly bigger than the Division,
Agricultural
heavy 1974 production. Dried Stehiliration and Conaervation
prunes. . . plentiful. Estimated Service, U. S. Department of
1975 crop is larger than last Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
year's heavy output.
20250.
frozen All written submissions will
and
Canned
vegetables. . . plentiful. Nov. 1 be made available for public
holdings of canned sweet corn inspection during regular
and green peas totaled 41 per business hours at the office of
cent more than year earlier. the Director, F.00m 6741 of
Canned beet stocks were almost USDA's South Building.
one-third above Dec. 1974
levels, and the inventory of
canned lima beans was 61 per
cent more than last year's
spastie holdings. Oct. 31 frozen
vegetable supplies were 4 per
cent larger than a year earlier
and 15 per cent larger than the
1972-74 average. Among prin- Susan Snider, of Simpson
cipal frozen vegetables, sweet County, and Robert Fooshee, of
corn and green pea stocks were Christian County, were chosen
both 14 per cent greater than Kentucky Farm Bureau queen
year earlier and snap beans and king at the 56th annual
were up 11 per cent. Frozen meeting of the Kentucky Farm
potato holdings are about 8 per Bureau at the Galt House in
cent greater than year earlier
and one-fifth more than most !bliss Snider, 16, daughter of
recent 3-year average.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie B. Snider, is
Fresh potatoes. . adequate, a junior at Franklin-Simpson
with Dec. 1 stocks 4 per cent less High School.
than large holdings of year Robert, age 17, is the son of
earlier.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T.
Peanuts. . plentiful. Com- Fooshee. He is a senior at
mercial stocks on Oct. 31 were Hopkinsville High School.
13 per cent greater than the Runner-up in the queen
year before. The 1975 crop is contest was Diane Roberson, a
record large. Almonds. .
I 7-year-old Mason County High
plentiful, due to " heavy School senior, and daughter of
carryover from record 1974 Mr. and Mrs. Davis Roberson.
crop. Production in 1975 is Johnny Eubank, 18, a Monroe
estimated at some 27 per cent County native and freshman at
less than in 1974. Walnuts.
Western Kentucky University,
plentiful. Record 1975 output is was runner-up in the king
expected to top 1974 crop by contest. His parents are Mr. and
about V per cent and to be 9 per Mrs. Joe E. Eubank.
cent larger than 1973 record Twenty young people, all
production. Pecans... plentiful. between the ages of 15 and 19,
with 1975 crop about 68 per cent participated in the contest.
larger than the small 1974 They have advanced to the state
production.
competition by winning county
GRAINS & LEGUMES
and district contests. Each was
Rice. . . plentiful. Expected judged on the basis of personal
record production is estimated and on-stage interviews.
to be 14 per cent greater than in Farm Bureau conducts the
1974 and 32 per cent larger than queen and king contests an1972-74 average. Dry beans. . nually to recognize youth who
plentiful, through 1975 output is are contributing to a better
15 per cent less than last year's rural life, and to encourage
record crop and 6 per cent these young people to continue
under 1972-74 average Dry their endeavors.

Comments
Asked On
Tobacco

Farm Bureau
Names King
And Queen

,

A Consronse Tip
from Exteneion Ileemeriseret
the UK Collep Agrioaltree
Here are some him from
UK Extension foods specialists on buying frozen fish.
The fish should be solidly
frozen and have no discoloration, brownish tinge, or
white cottony appearance.
Wrapping in which fish is
packaged should be moisturevapor proof, and there should
be little Of no air space
between the fish and the
wrapping. Make sure the
package shows no signs of
damage or thawing. Thawed
or partially thawed fish
should never be refrozen

—Grain Beds
A Few le Stock

See us before you buy anywhere
See Jerry Boyd, Hugh Wright,
J.H. Nix or Jan Dalton

Dwain Taylor 1
Chevrolet, Inc.

Study bread labels before
you buy, UK Extension foods
specialists recommend
Choose bread for weight and
food value, not by the size of
the loaf. Look for bread that
is whole grain or enriched and
contains milk.

MIS.

753-2517

*NW

With some food at the
grocery,store, the packaging
may be worth more than the
contents. Some examples
might be individually
wrapped or payed cookies in
special boxes, heat and-eat
dinners, and imported foods
like crackers and oatmeal in
tins. For some special occasions, these may be worth the
extra cost to you. But when
you're trying to cut the food
budget, compare prices carefully to make sure you are
getting the most for your
money, UK Extension foods
specialists suggest.

millimr MOW

Liqua-Pro
Liquid Feed Supplement
For Range, Feedlot, And Dairy
at-4kt
Success is sweet
•
' 't
St's Supersweet

CALLING—Eileen Nowak
of Framington, Mich.,
shows her winning form
in Michigan State Fair husband-calling championship.

A calorie is the amount of
heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of water
through one centigrade degree.

ATTENTION TOBACCO
GROWERS
The three Murray Loose leaf Floors will close at noon Christmas Eve, December 24,and will reopen to receive your tobacco on Monday morning, December 29.
Vite wish all our friends and customers a

Merry
Christmas
and a

Happy And Prosperous
New Year
GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

KROGER WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY CHRISTMAS

ALL SIRES WI
7
RIl

CLOSE AT
AS

VAL LABL
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"Pimple's Choice" Beef

ROUND
STEAK

eaver me Mire
uniformly superb *wet
mid Miry, rich Moder-Noss Ix beet inlet m
"Insole's Clisice" IS.
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Met ... a Amer eadvaive. Nut only duos
Peook's Choice lest
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stamiards ler U.S.A.&
Clieke quality, it alie
meets Kreger's ere
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eicoileoce.
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Knipe
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FULLY COOKED
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„TURKEYS

HAM
$
17 to

18

V.S. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE, MED
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•
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Round Steak 'Ts.
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CHUCK
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CHICKEN
flow
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Brawny Towels
BEM CROCKER

Frosting Mix

WW1'MUD

Picnics
MOLE

Country Hams_
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Pork Sausage

SCOTT WA CT

Tissue

FLORIDA FRESH 10tE

Beans
FINE FOR STEW,
GOLDEN

Carrot
B

CROCKER
CAKE MIX

HILO GELATIN
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GIVE A FRESH FRUIT BASKET
FOR CHRISTMAS
POPULAR PAK
BEAUTY BOWL
DELUXE BASKET

:
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FRESH NUTS FOR THE
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Pecan Halves
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Mixed Nuts

While They Last!
all
CHRISTMAS
WRAPPINGS
LIGHTS — ICICLES
ORNAMENTS
FOLIAGE
GARLANDS

50% off
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A Christmas Eve
- with Uncle David

Snowmobiling driving
eopiey News Service
Stsivemobiles can provide
many years of fun,adventure
and -efficiency in work situ-

ations.
And if you think that Santa
may Just prop one up under
your Christmas tree this year

you'd better be prepared. The
responsibilitiei of owning a
snowmobile are much great- .
er than many new owners
think, according to the NaWy NEIL MORGAN
tional Safety Council (MC).
Copley News Service
In ft, council statistics
ShOW theitiour chances of beChristmas Past: There is
ing ujely Injiwed In a
no
holly or fir in the Cape
'
SDOWnikeeacddsnt EU be
Fear lowlands of North Caromath greater doing your
lina. Only piney woods and
Bret yearef operanon than in
. dwampland and fiat fields of
any other.
cotton and tobacco, and the
"Many nonfatal accidents
crooked brown river flowing
occur during the initial learndine' toward Hatteras being period of snowmobile opted overhanging limbs
'
eratien," said Jerald Gentry,
in Spada mow
a spokesmen for the NSC.
Cheerio
Bat I remember Chrbdtnas
"Inradficient knowledge of
there at Ashwood, a name
mime& operating techand away
that even than seemed too
niques and trafaininar terrain
We 90...
much for what remained.
contributed to many of these
Ashwood sounded more like
accidents."
bringing
glories we children were told
The NSC recommends that
good cheer
bad been the plantation, a
both beginning and experiGale of elegance when Ashoperators
_ipowmobile
weed
to our many friends.
weed meant leisure and miles
be *Weed out by a certified
Thanks, loyal patrons.
of fertile farmland and fox
instructor before they begin
hunts.
charging blindly over the
I don't know if Ashwood
drifts and through the woods.
was ever like that, really,
Here are some of the Naexcept in my mother's
tional Safety Council's snow900Syamen Street
memory of what her mother
mobile safe driving guide713.510
lines:
told her.
By the time I came along,
— A Ire-start check of your
machine is in order. Check
In the Depression, Ashwood
brakes, throttle, steering,
was simply my Uncle David's
belt, lights and kill switch to
- *arm. I was sent there somemake sure all are in good
- . Junes when my father's counworking 'order.
- try churches couldn't manEchoing
— Never out across ansige his salary and,as I see it
our
to ths
other's right-el-way. If in
gow, there simply wasn't
•
doubt, Urottle down or stop
. ', enough to eat at home.
altogether. Carelessness
- Things weren't that much
Wed
for your
pays no dividends.
tter at Ashwood, except
support.
Don't tail-gate! Avoid in.flatit peanuts thrived in that
Merry Christmas!
jury to yourself, to others and
'black loam, and hogs grew
0401t
damage to your machine by
fat on slops and grubbing
maintaining a safe interval
roots.
between you and the vehicle
Perhaps I was 4 that
1111P
4_lkift
in front, and handling your
Christmas. It seenedstrange
snowmobile at a sane, stopto be away from home, but it
pable speed.
was easily explained.
— Snowmobiling on ice can
My trothers and sister
a
be hazardous. Never cross
were much older, and they
lake or stream without first
could not get home that
testing the ice. Moving water
-Christmas, and it would be a
the the ice from below.
treat for rue to visit my Uncle
Make are it can support both
David.
you and your snowmobile.
That was true, of course,
— Never jump a snowbank.
for he was much my favorite
You don't know what's on the
_ Apia bye.
• other side. The snowbank
When we trudged those two
cotdd be obscuring wires,
' miles through scrub pines to
fences,'walls, etc.
the Guymon country store,
— When snowinobiling in
sometimes simply for his sinremote areas, always Id othgle pack of Camels, people
ers lmow your destination.
pointed us out because, they
Carry emergency supplies —
said, I looked like my Uncle
flare gun, snowshoes, first David. I had his red hair, his
aid kit, a map,an az,rations,
tad
eckles, his angular, awk:=Ai
r
ed tools
ee
i
li
a vehi
nee 194119
ps4a
With
.
gait
'- - Ewe then I limbed ahem,
1.1
Upere belt '
bemuse we were wilting
- Join yedrikai
four miles for his pack of
bile dub
clulx Learn everything
Camels. It never occurred to
you need to know from exme to ask why he didn't trily
perts.
two packs at a time, but I
think new it was more than
the scarcity of money.
We talked as we walked. It
is impossible for me ever to
know how much otwhatever I
am was made in those long
walks through the woods.
He was a bachelor in those
days,a matter that led me to
question him much too closely. It seemed sad to me that
his nearest neighbor when I
was not.there was two miles
away.
He latighed at my concern
and changed the subject. By
then we would be back on the
rickety veranda at Ashwood,
laskiag omit at the great oak,
sewn* with moss, that had
sheltered the old Model T
Ford will he had to sell it.
He would light a Camel
after supper and begin to tell

t

Becks Body 910P

Jog

d

0,1*
Night
To our friends and loyal patrons, here's hearty wishes for
the best CHRISTMAS ever
THANKS

Fern Terrace Lodge
Of Murray, Inc.
n.aaJ.•
1505 Stadium View Dr:-

Phone 753-7109
7ra3-90113

me about his travels,at maybe it was about what haled
read in the stacks of Nafibiel
Geographic; that lay bonded
In his attic. I remember
flashes of the bghtning
there in the dark, and the
sound of the frogs down in the
creek behind the house.
'The next thing I knew he
would be carrying me gently
to my bed.
In the morning, over fatback and grits with red-eye
gravy, he told Igo that Ma
mule Mike was alb* mean
again and he thelsght he'd
give him a day away from
plowing.
There was nothing left for
him to do but take me down to
the river, where we dug
worms and be showed me
how to hook them and we
threw out lines for catfish.
I had never gone fishing before,and when I caught scatfish it impressed me only
with its ugliness.
Uncle David laughed and
slipped it off my hook and
added it to the ones he
caught After we had trudged
home he showed me how to
clean them, and made nit
learn.
He cooled them in the
spring,down at the foot of the
bluff, and late that afternoon
he sent me to bring them up.
Then he had me go off to the
smokehouse to bring a slab of
bacon. It was far enough
away to give me time to
mule over my chore, but not
far enough, somehow, to remember that it was Christmas Eve.
When I got back, Uncle
Devidhad managed to light a
red candle beside a little pine
tree that he had set up on the
oilcloth table in the kitchen.
"Let's eat the catfish
first," he said. '"Iben I think
we could try some Christmas
carols, just you and me."
The catfish was splendid,
and the 'wolf weren't bad.
Uncle David had his New
Testament in his wind-

Chetallies story.
He read it aloud, and we
Path mambled a few words of
prayer. Then be bid me
about a wonderful Chriatmas
he had spent in New York
Qty in World War I, when
there had been more lights
than he'd ever seen.
LAIN

breaker pocket, and the red
marker was pitrei at Si

ines

and

cs1

Be joyful and happy as
you herald the birth of our Saviour.
Warm thanks.

Man's World
75.1-01$11

Coldwater Rd.

•

•

ee
•

-

•

.

.1vie /
••••

Cite

Ps all celebrate the wonder ofJesus
Birthday and cherish its eternal

0000
Istr

message, we say thanks for the gift
of your friendship.

To all our
Isitnds: Hove

'hi very Mstrrittsf
Christmas. Many thanks.

Stella Feed &
Seed, Inc.
753-1255

Owners lob & Bettye Baker

Squash Blossom
753-*II7

haPPY
holiday te yea.
May it be
rich in poets.
Warm thanks.

We at The Step Ladder
wish all our friends and
customers a Very Merry
Christmas and a Happy
New Year

s the Heavens rejoiced when Christ
was born, so let us rejoice too, in peace
and brotherhood. At this hafr holiday we
say thanks to our warm and loyalfriends.

The Step Ladder

Houston-McDevitt Clinic
N. 5th

753-1340

lid= WKS Wiest
753-11111

Bel-Air Center - 753-1795
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The Murray United Southside Merchants Say:

BUYIl
Wedr
ever)
on 64
of Mt
appo
Shoei
3375.

Crc

AC
I Ai
(at
4 Pai
be
Ott
11 Do
13 Al
15 Psi

AND HERE ARE THE LUCKY WINNERS OF OUR BIG UM CASH GIVEAWAY

16
18 gi
19 Prc
21 Sh4
22 Or
24 Anl
ski
26 Co
28 GO

29 Wa

Un
31 Alt<
for
33 Rui
(at
34 Orc
36 &a
38 Par
log
40 8ai
425k

45
Abbe
47 Ins
49 Lan
nil
50 Mal

52 Par
54 Syr
tan
55 Ma
ntc
56 On
ran
59 Pre
61 tel
63 Ms
di*
6581

66 gg
toq
67 We

Don't forget to shop the
Southside Merchants
displaying this sign.
Savings galore
BEFORE Christmas.
FREE PARKING
MOST STORES
OPEN SUNDAYS
Participating merchants include The
Independent Southside Merchants,
The Southside Shopping Center,
Merchants, The Southside
Manor Merchants,
The Bel-Air Merchants
and the Uncle Jeff's
Center Merchants.

Brownfield's
Bank of Murray
The Clothes
Closet
Johnson's Grocery
Hatcher Auto Sales
Inc.
The Place-Lad
and Lassie
Dunn TV and
The Shoe TreeAppliances
Holiday Inn of
Murray
J & S Oil
Say-rite Drugs
Minnen's of Murray
King's Den
Russell Dowdy Uncle
Jeffs
Peoples Bank
Murray Amoco
Cohoon's Wishy Washy

Jerry's Restaurant
Long John's
Restaurant
Goodyear Stores
Pic-N-Pay
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Michelson Jewelers
Murray Glass Co.
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
Big I(
Storey's Food Giant
Supermarket
Murray Datsun Inc.
Carroll Tire Service
Step Ladder
Triangle Inn
Murray Sewing Center
Jim's Shoe Outlet

VII

4.
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2
BUYING FURS, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
every week at my home
on 641 South,3 miles south
of Murray. Other days by
appointment. Douglas
Shoemaker, Phone 7533375.

I AM no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own, as of 12-19-1975.
Charles M. Broach.

maws.. to Saturdays Puzzle

DOWN
I Limb
? Federation
3Paid notice
4 Genus of
maples
5 Commemorat
disk
6 Units of currency
7 Native metal
8 Roman
tyrant
9;
1 ):4#3'n
io ost
12 Above
14 Part of face 2 bird
tin
D.)
0l
3!Woody plant 48 Writing
17,0od tiro3 Liquor
let
am
3 Perceived 51 Fracuda
20;raytouch
in
5y tch
53 reentand
US$
man's name settlement
23 Near
24 French
:11
parti- 18 Printer's
(abbr.)
measure
25 Narrow,fiat 43cmwsponsible BO atilt
board
A continent 62 reek letter
27 Profound 44 iabbr.)
30 Graceful 48 Symbol for 84 Hebrew
month

Dixie, by

6. Help Wanted

2 Notice

WHAT WE do best is care
NEEDLINE,7534333.

Crossword Puzzler

ACROSS
I A state
(abbr.)
4 Part of to
be"
Giver of gin
11 Decrease
13 A state
15 Parent(col18 Sa
1°Venian
18 Coniunction
19 Proceed
21 Shorebird
22 Grain 1511
24 Animal
*king
28 Conduct
28 Golf mound
29 Walks
unsteadily
31 Allowance
for waste
33 Rupees
(abbr.)
34 Ordinances
36 Slave
38 Parent(collat.)
40 Bark cloth
42 Skins of
fruit
45 Abstract
being
47 Insect eons
49 Lamb's pen
name
50 Makes into
leather
52 Part in play
54 Symbol for
tantalum
55 Man's
nickname
58 One first in
rank
59 Preposition
61 Iterate
63 Mexican
dish
85 Baseball
gloves
68 What? (collog.)
87 Wager

ttt

Mickload Sale!!

KINGS
DEN

ledhisliat
ion
"

Bel Air
Shopping
Center

*BAGS *BELTS

p

Liquid Silver Turquoise

Chokers $5-$6-$8-$10

WANT TO buy roll top
desk, old wall telephone,
brass bed, anything in
the way of old furniture.
Write giving details,
price, etc. P.O. Box 001,
Brentwood,Tenn.37927.

At Wholesale Prices

If You
Need Them:

Selected Pieces lA

Off

WSETSOTREERN
VERNONS

753-1441
Fire
Police....., 753-1621
7534952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
Comprehensive Care...
7534622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line,.. 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

15.

.--lliket & Shea Dept.
..- Sim Repair Dept.
01YrnPic Plaza 04Weekdays
753-9685
14Sunday
Murray. KY.
"soots a sums Fur every Pitraty UDder The Sun'

so,

Articles

Fry

10%
WM DELTA PRO BASS
boat.05 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3032 or 7533226 after 4.

Discount
on

cum

NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles X" 10 speed..
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.

Hydraulic&
Engine Oil
Purchased in
30 gal. or SS
gal. drums
Dilated
Time Offer

2

McKeel Equipment
753-3062
503 Walnut

PIANO TURNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.

Sale

SAVE $4
Lighted Round
Make-up Mirror

WILL BUY TOY trains.
Sales and service, Lionel
and H. 0. Call 753-6855 or
753-7570.

9/8*

HIS SPECIAL
PRETZELS

8 MM MOVIE projector,
Kodak model 500. Movie
camera and case. Like
new, $30.00. Chain saw
gemington, 17" bar,
roller nose. Original
chain. $65.00. Call after 5,
753-2695.
16. Home Furnishings

I FIGURED A HIGH
CORPORATE EXEr-I ITIVE
LIKE srt)U WOULD
BE INSULTED BY A SILLY
BONUS

16 FT. EQUIPMENT tilt
trailer. $750.00. Call 7537370.

SAVE $7
Portable
Pro Dryer
2488.
ass he

SAVE $5
Curling
Styling Iron

SALES AGENCY
1203 Chestoett

A AKAI 4000 D. S. stereo
tape deck, 3 heads SOS
and SWS. Excellent
condition. Call 753-6124.

HE HAS THEM
MADE TO ORDER

21 '
IN•111117 MI IS

SAVE S5
1000 Watt
Pistol Grip
Dryer 1488•

FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil, tung
oil, furniture cleaner and
refinisher. Murray
Lumber Company.

tee. u 6 *et 0*
tepee New..
1164,51,tOtetee *Mee Spate., tee

SAVE $S Comfort
Curve Electric
Shaver

Mao ILO VW "PI

CLEAN RUGS,like new,so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
Mom yea 114•41 stipples, molemeet er service cWIis.Ciseedso
I whet vre knee lest. We Wee
stow chew, esell other
dewing *Openit for reed, or
if yes prefer we WI cisme year
carpets esW fliers for yes.

ROLLO THE RICH KID
GAVE ME A BAG OF

7534700,

OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
special cut to your needs.
Call 436-2315 if no answer
call 753-4698.

SANTA CLAUS will be at J
& B Farmers Mkt. on
Highway 94 East on
Saturday and Sunday
from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. and
on Monday through
Wednesday from 4 p.m.
to 8 p.m. A large
selection of fresh fruits
and nuts will be on sale
for your Holiday needs.

BUT THAT
DOESN'T DiSCOURAGE
WOODSTOCK

Montgomery,
day or night.

INTERESTED IN lake
front home must be
reasonable. Write P.O.
Box 601 Brentwood,
Tenn. 37027.

Overstocked
Kay
MARY
FOR
Cosmetics. Call Sonya
Futrell, 753-4505.

ELUTROLUI SALES
and service. Call Tony

WANTED CAMPER school
bus. Call after 4:00, 4362516.

J Leather Coats

•

*stairs

IN THE ENTIRE HISTOR‘f
OF THE 1.4./ORLD, THERE'S
NO RECORD OF SANTA
CLAUS EVER FILLING THE
STOCKING OF A

,

lA Off

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
Times
United

BUY THE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Hicks
Buildings,
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

section of

Selected Styles
ION hirents

*mews&

19 Farm Equipment

8 Storage Buildings

-1

BICENTENNIAL
•BOOTS-BAGS-BELTS-SHIRTS

,

'•

BOOTS $19.95

Vilf10011111 has e large

LEVI
CLOTHING
t",

WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 between 6 and 7
p.m.

Insulted Northern Rubber

Boots $11"

.41 uum Cleanor,

753-1946
ragemiUMMINIMMERNOMIMINIVIMBIDIMINIMPor

r
I

Want something Different as Christmas
gifts, shop the Squash Blossom
Fine selection turquoise jewelry, leather,
pottery. basket& wicker furniture, wrought
iron.
MERCHANDISE

ONE KING size bed and
bedsprings. Call 7534695
after 6 p.m.
VERY NICE living room
suite,$100. Call 753-7878.
KENMORE
SEARS
washer and gas dryer,
gold tone, 2 years old,
$100.00 each or $175.00 for
both. Call 753-9845.

EvEN To THE 001P WOOPS
TO THE 5KUL1- CAVE!
LOST CHANGE purse with
money and class ring at
Bowling Lane, Friday 19.
1975. Ca 753-2416.

107 N.4th Street
KIRBY 'Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
rebuilt
and
New
vacuums. Cad 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service.

Nom • Mod* Dec. lit tire Christmas
Men-Tass-lbars.- 10:00 a. m. 5:30 p. m.
Wed.-Fri. 10:00e. m.- 8:30 p. m.
Sat. 10:00 a. ai.-11:30 p.

Complete Line of

DRUM5
EVERYWHERE..,
WNATEVER

HAPPENED
TO s'5IR"'

CBs, Antennas
and all

Doodle Art ION
Shriek Art
SoW Art
Whet Art
Gentry O•cli Irks
Piss Woo More

We're Offerest...Wieme...Ared Vey We

AH DON'T-CARE W1-40 YOU'RE THE SECRETARY OF, AARA--KISMET-T- XaJ'LL HAFTA MAKE YOUR
___ Iiiavtit ibast eAlr 6 moNrHs IN ADVANCE, 54,me
AS ANY OTHER (JOHN WAYNE
1111
a
7--- Lipk
FAN r-or.„ --n

4„. , y
•;,%a
t,

Tolley

753-0559
Make It Your Self 8. Save. Get in the Christ- /
mas Spirit. Create your own Jewelry designs
with a little help from

JEVVELART
You're on artist let us help you prove it. The
an
Moys:rite.
Ceormplet: Selection of Beads & Jewelry

wirj
763-7701
e welt).rt * I
lhassismusamiammmatiassimmull0151/111MIRSIMI

I

5"c• ••
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Zghtgittsattheirghttlice-H

Staff Wanted
Psychologist,
Imingdiate opining for a Master's Level
general
provide
to
Name
Registered
or
Worker,
Social
Murrayoutpatient mental health services at the
Center.
Calloway County Comprehensive Care
and exMerest
full-time.
or
part-time
be
Position may
perience is preferred.
Gated: Mr. Des Lock,Center Supervisor
702 Main Street
Murray,Ky.42071
Phone man

E9
Ar iii9vdeas.
otiioircioit
o

r

(

Plg SELECTION
OF EXCITING GIFTS
POQ. EVERYONE
ON YOUR LIST

NUN

22 Musical

23. Exterminating

FREE TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Horn* Repairs

Iteley's Termite
t
& Pest Control
i00 Scam 3th Street
Flies. Riroches.
lyer Fish & Sleuhe

Phone 753-3914
narinta

W

a°L
ntiebmann

gl
NEW
at1
3r

400C

TOOT

.r . 4,. v. . . „,. . . .
38 Pet, - Supplies

24. M.‘L.Ltneous

OR TRADE: 3 or 4
JEWELRY, THREE 2 BEDROOM
bedroom split level,
UPRIGHT PIANO INDIAN
Forget
Don't
mobile homes in Roberts
turquoise, rings, chokers,
carpeted, built-ins,
reworked and tuned. $150.
One
Estates Subdivision.
squash blossoms,
Your Pet At
fireplace, garage. Call
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.
available December 15,
bracelets, liquid silver
753-1566.
Christmas
December
available
two
necklaces. Guns, knives.
Choose from.
30. All new, total electric
See Donald Crawford,
15 CORD AUTOHARP
'Christmas Steck*.
with central heat and air.
Crawford's Shell Station,
.Leedo
includes tuning key, 4
larasteri
THREE BEDROOM brick,
Call 753-7381, 8-5 Monday
Lynn Grove, Ky. 435-4133.
'Coats
picks, 28 page instruction
*NMI
1509 Clayshire Drive.
Saturday.
through
Maims
book and case. Like new.
*Inishail
Carpet, stove, $19,500.
log barn.
oak
STORY
TWO
'Cain
'Toys
See at 802 North 18th
Call 753-0119.
Excellent condition. Call
Street.
_Th34470.
FURNISHED, located in
121 Imes
ORGAN-ESTEY. Solid CHAIN LINK FENCE, Riviera Cts. Extra nice.
haxmallkst•
WE HAVE a nice mobile
travel
state double key,
30 day special. Four ft.
Couples or two girls only.
home that can be purhigh installed,$1.50 per ft.
organ. Model 101. Any
Call
1.
January
Available
chased with a low down
reasonable offer will be
Call after.5 p. m. for free
753-7606 or 436-5869.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
payment and payments
considered. Call 753-8361.
estimates, Allstar Fence
puppies. Five females,
the same as rent. The
Co., Paris, Tenn., 6424492 12 x 50 and 12 x 60 new and
black and silver, 6 weeks
mobile home is located in
or 642-8947.
24. Miscellaneous
recent model mobile
old. $40.00, 830.00. Call
the beautiful Keniana
required
Deposit
homes.
753-0476.
27 Mobile Home Sales
Development at Hamlin,
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
and prefer references.
Ky. The mobile home and
woodburning fireplaces. MOBILE HOMES and
Call 767-4055 after 6 p.m.
lot can be bought for only
Aluminum Service Co. spaces. Fox Meadows and
$7,500.00.
Let
John
Call 492-8647.
SHOP
Coach Estates. Families 32 Apartments For Rent POODLE
Neubauer or Bob Rodgers
Profession41
grooming. show you this
only. South 16th Street.
property.
All breeds. Pine Point
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Call 753-3855.
John
C. Neubauer,
apartment. Air conEstates. Eagle Creek
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Road, I mile from
ditioned. On 121 North.
WE BUY used mobile
Murray, Ky. 753-0101 or
Bilichae1110 Resort. Call
Call 753-3139.
homes. Top prices paid.
753-7531.
901-642-8877,
Trailer
Spur
Saddle and
Sales, Paducah. Call 442- MURRAY
MANOR
1918 or 443-8236.
Apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
.1972 12 x 65 International
and
stove
except
trailer 3 bedroom. Call
refrigerator, water bill
437-4756 or 4374269 after 5
paid. Central heat and air
p.m.
conditioning. Call 753Beside of Wolloce's Book Store
8668.
EXTRA NICE 4 bedroom,
itows Mew-Fri_ 14 lot. til Christmas
fully carpeted, 12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM Duplex
mobile home on 1 acre lot. apartment furnished or
Near Coldwater, Ky. Call
unfurnished. Call 492iis
435-4591.
8225.

Pet World

ZheOlottege Itip

1972 12 x 60 CHAMPION
Deluxe mobile home, 2
bedrooms, bath, central
heat and 3 ton air.
Refrigerator and stove,
underpinned,8 x 20 ft. red
wood sundeck. Excellent
condition. Call 753-0958
after 6 p. m., Monday
through Friday.

Aaterairtk Diabseddiar
Pertabla-Ownittlible Model CM
-Cuttuig-Roard Top
-Soft Scrap Duiposer
-Thorough Washita; And Ftinsing
-Two Vinyl-Coated Racks -Detergent Dispenser
-Hygienic Double Wash -Easy-To-Use Controis

George Hodge
& Son, Inc.
4ousto,touv
,-,

r,

I

41) So

Iii

11 13 I?

lilt

229 HEATER, brand new.
Never been used. $50.00.
Call 753-6251 or 753-0176.

n

••• •

C•ir

•;
c•-

Merry Christmas
To Ail

(„i,
I ()al I)(()Iv

l'rentir

Dunn

Guy Spann
Realty
I-

Member of Multiple Listings
Phore 753 7724
901 Sycamore Street

Z?iU1 tflfltU.J

•5

Alterations on these available now or after
airistmas

Gifts-Gifts-Gifts-Gifts
gap Coats •Imather Coats
*takers Svim *kits
Shirts•lAssiy mere
•Ti., ritress & Casual

Students Gone
No Traffic Problems
Plenty of Free Parking
Free Gift Wrapping

I

TWO BEDROOM house
Call 711-4726.
COUNTRY HOME, 4
rooms, furnished or
unfurnished. $100.00
month. Available
December 15. Call 7530169.

37 Livestock

Supplies

WEINED PIGS for sale.
Call 435-4488.

38 Pets Supplies
AKC
MINIATURE
Dachsunds $35.00 to $50.00
each. Also AKC miniature
Dachsund stud service
and AKC Tiny (5 lb.s-8"
tall) Toy Poodle stud
service. Call 527-9700.

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.

Two

rOf Tno quality gOaNI in twroce the nein* 90•1 OW.

p

Tucker TV

DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We have
clients wanting (1) three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
acreage north of city. Call
now Wilson Real Estate,
753-3263 or come by 206
South 4th-across from
post office.

COI

Sales &
Service

WI
367

-753-2900

1914 Coldwater Rd.

NEW HOME NORTH of
Murray with 12 fine acres
of land. Home has 3
bedrooms, 1 large bath,
central heat and air,
carpeted, built-in appliances, formal dining,
call to view this fine
property, price is only
$37,500. Moffitt Realty
Co . 206 South 12th 7533597.

FID 7
'RUGGas
a

ATTRACTIVE & PRACTICAL is this 3 bedroom,
2 bath brick with central
electric heat & air,
cathedral ceiling and
fireplace in family room,
carpeting, thermopane
windows, garage, 1.2 acre
lot. Near new county
school. For an appointment to see call 753-8080. Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

dt•

with a

.911.1

.13.4211.11
IR.,o-vic it

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
Sycamore has
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

Shoes will be replaced
free of charge if soles
wear out within one year
whiie uppers are still
serviceable.

VERNONS

WSETSOTREER N

p.

&set I, Rio* Dept.
94 weekdays
Olympic Plaza
Murray,Ky.
14Sunday

se •Dett•
753-91/16

"Deets & Shoes Per Dory Aetrrity Uoder The Sun

••

LastMinute
Shoppers!

Coll 753-5863 days or
753-5108 after 6:00
and on Sunday.

34 Houses For Rent

Persall

From Now Until Christmas

Nice, furnished
apartments to accommodate 2, 3, 4
or 5 college girls.
Close to campus.
3
small
Also
bedroom furnished
house.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753.6609

May you have a
Joyous and Safe
Holiday
I

For
Rent

:8. i1eatn & Coolin.;

753-4669

205 South 5th

FURNISHED AND unfurnished apartments..
Two bedroom, call 7534331, Embassy Apartments.

Suits &
Sport Coats
25% Off

utili
sell
ma(
Gra
Cou

The ALICANTE • Ciders° OUP • Mediterranean styled full
bass credenza with bruktront bass. Concealed casters. 23diagonal Zenith 100% Solid-State Chromacolor II. Energy.
saving Titan 300V Chassis with Patented Power Sentry Voltage
Regulating System. Brilliant Chromecolor Picture Tube. SolidStats Super Video Range Tuning System. Synctwornetic 70.
Position UHF Channel Selector. Chromatic One-button Tuning. Automatic Fine•tuning Control. Simulated Wood Graining
with Wood Veneer Top end Ends.

43. Real Estate

43 Real Estate

elOtetleettllettft
fit

THE
son
Rea
toy
este
you
or d
Syc
7724

4401,01‘!!

SHOP EARLY'
N'EASY

c_cy.

be(
130
bat
fir(
cen
car
gas
bin
per
app

Prices Greatly

Reduced
Discover
Miracle
Cooking
11,, •

On Many

Stereos, Children's Stereos,
Radios, Cosset
Players 8.
Many Other
Items

MODEL ISR-412111

84
BI
BE

MICROWAVE OVEN
Gook a delicious ham In 25 minutes . . . baked potato In 4
minutes .. sizzling hamburger in I minute' The oven Is big
enowt, tor tamely-size recipes Features two automatic timer
controls, putt down we-through door with automatic electric
lock autOnaltiC &WM,. Mart evittCh Wad 1110p switch nvan
light switch, cooking imIlcolor dial light exclusive removible
0, uoy Cooks super last Operates on regular 115-voll
1,0
current
Special cooking occ•O•otios tor if,. fladarattpa .
p......ip IRMA Made expressly for um In the ftecterenge by
COMMIX. Us* it to grown •Seer!Orill!gorse
Fry/Beim Aystlebt• at extra cost In 15',) and
Og?......0
onch saes complete with glees lid
c..kwie GAIL Consists of 2-pt unlit,/ dish end ntted grill desapid iispae,aoy tor cooking bacon, sandwishes. pizzas. vegetables, and many specie!
Nods Avatabl. tit ••••• nom

Where yes cam get
service door* warmth,
end after.

TV Service
Center

WE'LL
DEWIER
IN TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS

1. H
daG

2. JJ
Pric
3. II
refi

Central Shopping Conte,
Pim* 753-9165

Ward-Elkins
'Downtown Shopping Center

Mrs.
7:00

Open Evenings For Vow
Shopping COOV011iflati
; .1

or.

PACK 15 TNE MINtRAY, Ky., Mtn IL TIMES, Meeday, December 12, 11175

ychologint,
cle general
e Murraye Center.
'est and exvisor

43 Real Estate

ILE
•44116h
.
101111111111
4,4

BY OWNER, large 3 W73 YAMAHA MX 261,
excellent running conbedroom trick home at
dition. Call 7534118 or 4361302 Kirkwood. Two
5370.
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car 356 HONDA Completely
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
customized. Call 753-6713
gas grill. Also brick utility
between 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
building with 2 car carport. Call 753-0646, for
FOR SALE: 1972 500
appointment.
Kawasaki or take over
payments. Call 753-9629.
E QUALIFIED per-

7.4i

tykicl full
niers. 23"
. Energy", Voltage
ibis Solidmink 70ton Tun! Graining

s&
rice
3-2900

solaced
if soles
one year
tie still
0.

STERN
FORE

bpi Dept.
753-9$05

WE'LL
EUVER
IPA FOR
IIISTMAS

•

•

NI'X 3E1 311:1

s

1973 CHARGER S. E.
Brougiun, all power and
air. Low mileage. Extra
clean. Call 7534564.

T

"Stormy
Weather"
to that
treasured
collection

Be Prepared
for
Christmas 1976

JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
LAKELAND CONSTRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week,

tric,
odd jobs we Mt*. All work
guaranteed to phase. Call
James Burkeen. 474-227.
WIRING
ELECTRICAL
home and Mistrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8841
or 753-7103.

1113 Chestnut "Free Gift Wrapping"

Member F.D.I.C.

Gift Suggestions for Christmas

************
ROY HARMON'S CARPENTER
*
TWIN LAKES
SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
repairing,
* OFFICE PRODUCTS* remodeling,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

*

CARPET INSTALLED. CARPET CLEANING,
$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
experienced, very
We guarantee to please.
reasonable rates,
Call David Mullinax, 474references, free
2789.
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618:

1973 CHEVROLET, excellent condition. 40,000 HAVING TROUBLE NEED TUNEUP or minor
repairs. Call 753-4388.
miles. $1,400. Call 753- getting those small
7878.
plumbing jobs done?
ELECTRICIAN available.
Then call 7534614.
Reasonable rates. All
1970 T-BIRD, full power
We Also Have The 5th Annual Plate
work guaranteed. Call
and air. AM stereo and CONTACT /MOLAR
753-7468
tape. New radials. Call Brothers for all your
'Ride Into Christmas"
753-8161.
bulldozing, baddioe work,
on display at:
or trucking needs. Phone WILL cur firewood by
50 Campers
hour or rick Call 753Aurora, 3544138 or 3544388.
9161 after 7 p.m.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
iNs t..-,)1 ea
used trailers,/
1
2 mile east
IM Amend
lise-be
of 611 and 641 intersection.
Ohne Owls
121 Bypass
II an hi St
Draffenville, Ky. Phone t3 CYCLE CONVERTIBLE
527-7Bfa
a; DISHWASHER
0Nor nial rmse & rioici
• short wash
Whisper Clean" sound
• grfable• converts to
BALANCE YOUR EXPENSES AND INCOME.
a twin -,n
0Handy maple eon,
BUY YOUR FERTILIZER & CHEMICALS NOW.
surlace lop
BE SURE TO HAVE WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT.
If You Pay Now
•nee& 0.00671

0
•41)
41100

.

Flies, Roaches,

COMMERCIAL
Installations &
Service

24 Hour Service
ANDERSON ELECTRIC
Paper
Hanging

Nrs. Mi..-Fri.
7:00-5:00

by eppointinent
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
Wormy,Ky.
W12-753-1913

Oared Dec. 24 t 25
S. New Tsar's Day

Highest Prices Paid

502-4924837
Iron, aluminum, copper,
cast, batteries, and
radiators
121S.(Clarks River Bridge)
Murray,Ky.

Pointing

753-0961

•

753-9437
East Side Small

Residences, cornmercial. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton, Rte. 6, Box 68

Sale Price$259
:
95

T.V. Soles
end Service

1753-3037

y%
Peck's Upholster
. % Quasar
stet
•
fit

Hot Point Appliances

609 S. 4th

753-7494

Dow Witty.

Engine

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky

JerrY hiceclY. Owner
& Operator

Himtion's
Rentals

mum,Yews WON.ell le
In viz. pen Ink own by low
Wen lass. pole wit
ais ink wear ink nini leak. cos

Police
753-1621

Remodeling,
Room Additions
Cabinet Work
753-7414
436-5840
Free Estimates

Plumbing
Electric Sewer

maning

....1.

'am"'
753-5703
802 N. 18th. Street
Murray.

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Now Wrockor Service

436-2490
Service and Repair
24 Hour Service
Norman Kinunerxell

Carrier
Quality Service
Company

While You Wait
duplicating

753-3134

753-5397

753-3343

Osnimercial, residential.

102 S. 4th St.
Murray,Ky.

7534177.
1301 Chestnut Murray,Ky.

& Refrigeration.
We Service All Brands!!!

T.V. IL
Appliance

Hwy.641
6 Miles South

If it hes an engine ws
specialize in its repair

Hwy.94 East

• Reg. 295-00

911

04110
•
•
•

Kelley's Termite L Pest Control
753-3914
100s.13thst.
Wormy, Ky. _
.
Murray
A & R Nome
ELECTRICAL WIRING
CM:MTV
Improvement
RESIDENTIAL &
Metal

t

tDuring the Ctiristsnas Season wit h eaCtI4
• purchase a Col. Lee's Country Kiln will4
w be given away.

BULK LOADING & SPREADER SERVICE ANYTIME

This alphabetized page will run weekly -clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

Silver Fish & Shrubs

753-7203

ECT

You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,
Layaway,Charge and Cash

FREE YEAR and half old
grey tiger striped male
cat. With unusual eyes.
Call 753-3994 evenings.

753-1441

fifitlitterattatfteeet 1154

10QUANTITY LIMITED-FOR CHOICf

Fres Gift Wrapping with sash amid ovary pan:6w.

Sep Soillo-Weeteme for q
learehmellee at roneenebis poise.
We apprelisse year beshisnalt

Fire

4744841

SAVE $4000

SETTLE-WORKMAN

Free

0

LOWER PRICES

53 Feed And Seed

Kacks
iees
Pail Soils
Dresses
lashes
Socks
Car Cads
Dress Cods
Skies

Termite Inspection

t

MORE SERVICE - BETTER RESULTS

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN - Prompt efficient service. No job too
small. Call Ernest White.
753-0605.

GMs

Dial-A-Service

ATTENTION FARMERS!

FREE PROTECTION

Boys
Bras Pads
imam Hes
Cassel Pads
Mmes.
hIs
leans
Pa
his Seen Skirts
Dress Shirts
Soda
Buses Oedema
klh-Koses
Jackeb

RED CLOVER hay. Call
MOBILE HOMES un498-8789.
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. Call 54. Free Column
753-1873 after 5 p. in. or
weekends.
GIVING AWAY two female
cats, 5 months and 2/
1
2
months old. Call 753-8321.
Ati TREE TOPPED, firewood
for sale, garbage hauled. PART
COLLIE puppies for
* Call 753-6477 anytime.
Christmas. Call 753-6343.

The Perfect Christmas Gift' o
IP
* 0ill00-*•**100it 4

753-11944

Bank of Murray

*

1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO price increase to
date of delivery.
2. Lf Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper
price.
3. Il material is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refuni money or meet the price.

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods

TODAY

*

The Showcase

Good l'hrough
Quistmas

CHRISTMAS CLUB

WE WANT TO MAKE wet
basements dry. No
digging or pumping.
Beaver water control
succeeds where others
fail. Guarantied. Check
our
methods
with
GUTTERING BY Sears, satisfied customers. For
Sears seamless gutters free estimates contact
your
per
installed
Morgan Constriction Co.,
specifications. Call Larry
502-442-7031, Rosie 2, Box
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
estimates.
42001.

Inc.

Full line of Clubs,
Bags,Shag Bap.
Balls,etc.

OPEN YOUR

J-5
_
"hest Wry"
HUTCHENS'
JOHN
awed ail Ns "Inst Ivy" away owed penmen trrewritsr,
.
Ilk
Plumbing and Electric.
isedep tenseener testing nepoiste, the .1-5 mega* half
No )obe too small. Call
for yews of are-froe service. If hes the feeffier *ea, *rely
itfr settee and (*elisisn. speed yesers Wide,far, Fen s weediti of OF
at, 436-5642 early morning or
type-easy feeteres, lededines fell-she office keyteord. .. Writ late afternoon.
4t owtosefic lie Wilder. .. paper seppect and pepe-ood ssiscoese..
.ksysof fabelater with spoioesetie fah C111011060. . bib ielluild. jilt
..feed Nett* seiecter... quich-set visible serge ceeteds... •
CARS BUFFED and
Iniesperoin cern baler and ruin golde. The 1-5 cotes seeswaxed. $15.00. Free
date with e liondseate, isenneellie currying case OOHS bin '
pickup and delivery. Call
•deflective meet-No of type styles.
INI
753-2993.

FOR SALE: 1966 Solid red
Opal, gas saver, good
condition, good tires, $375.
Call 753-1566.

Golf Equipment

VAN. this dipped
ad

51 Sertes Ofri'ec

WESTERN I
STORE I

1973 CHEVROLET 2 ton
flat dump. $5,000. Call 7537370.

40wk-4iptiork4Ft4rk-isk40R4K-lopk-fipt-t-kChristmas Spacial

Aar

Roars

Add the Original Hummel
First Anniversary Plate

DeNew Year's he
W.Nadi %Neill Ow Tenn he
leniablie tree Nen Veins Sey

11)%off

•

VERNONS

Perkins Pancake House
will le apes Usti I...

AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and en- KIRBY CAREPT CAREcleans rugs of all kinds. In
closures. Aluminum
business, homes, and
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
institution, Rugs come
LAKELAND -CON- clean by steam cleaning.
STRUCTION. Backhoe Free estimates. 24 hour
work in vicinity of 111 answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
South and $4 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Rosa, 431-2505, open 7
Call 436-5096 or 436-2306.
days a week.

1975 VEGA STATION
wagon, factory air,
automatic, steel radial
tires, top carrier, 60,000
miles or 5 year warranty.
Four months old. LOVi
mileage. Save 1200.00.
For sale by original
owner. Call 753-4152 or
753-8849.

sonnel at Guy Spann
HONDA
MT125
Realty are waiting to talk 1974
Elsinore, like new. Hal DATS1UN, 4
to you regarding your real
speed,
$350.00. Call 436-5838.
estate needs. Our time is
mag wheels, good conyour time. Give us a call
dition. Call 7534445 after
or drop by the office at 901 1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX. 5.
Sycamore Street, 753- Call 4364335 after 5:00
p.m.
1973 VEGA Hatchback
7714.
28,000 miles. Good
48 Automotive Service
46. Homes For Sale
condition. Call 4934104,
after 5.
NEW 3 BEDROOM, Pi 1962 CHEVROLET 327
bath, den or dining room,
motor and transmission. JEEP
OLD
Model.
garage, large living
1963 Buick Le Sabre
Excellent condition.
room, built-in kitchen,
transmission. Good
$700. Call 753-5532.
., utility room. Priced to
condition. Call 436-2499
rti sell. Finances available,
or 435-4585.
GREATER ROCKFORD
t ready to move into, by
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
el; Graves and Calloway 49 Used Cars & Trucks
Cars every month for
County line, in Calloway
auction. New modern
4, County. Call 489-2715.
FOR SALE 1969 Bonfacilities.
Every Wedneville, 4 door hardtop,
nesday at 1:00 p. m.
TWO STORY frame, good factory air, tilt steering,
sharp. Easy to get to. One
condition. 516 South 7th. AM-FM radio, all power.
hour from Chicago and
Will sell cheap. Call 753- Good condition. Best offer
next to expressway and
3672.
buys. Call 753-8046.
Rockford Airport. Fly in
or drive in.. Come to
i3WWILOW11.0121610311.1143111
0
Greater Rockford for
* MINATO SAH
DOWN TO EARTH
• friendly treatment and
Ow Seidel Sten
W
Msis
Pardo lissi
fair honest dealing. Open
Men's
DRESS SHOES
!
NATURE
6 days. Jim Clark or
DRESS
/
1
2 price
Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
SHOES
TS
a less
This is a dealers auction.
Wrati-Nedi
VERNON'S
Assorted
Cahn
-OverstedindLIU CHEVY Pickup truck,
and styles
Iles•law
Liquid Silver
with 41" topper. A-1
lade.
•
'Turquoise
condition. Best offer. Call
INSULATED
BICENTENNIAL
Oskar,
382-2299.
NORTHERN
$544-10
BOOTS-BAGS
OWN* prices
RUBBER
BELTS-Sinn
19611 CHEVY VAN, 6
Seesereil Pieces
BOOTS
cylinder, automatic, 1975
Ikeda*
/
1
2 off
01.95
VW Serico. Call 753-0663.
BAGS-BELTS
I tad lin
1919
CHEVROLET,
BLOUSES
straight shift, six cylinAl Medd
der. 1973 250 Ford,
RED BALL
JEANS
SOCKS'S
automatic transmission,
INSULATED
cans‘ain
T-Sitirts
260 engine. Call 474-2337.
SLACKS
UNDERWEAR
$11.99
iota
1974 MUSTANG II Gills.
• 30% Off
Power steering, air
'A price
conditioning, automatic,
excellent condition. Call
753-9021 or 753-9924 after 4
p.m.
• lest Sbee Dept.
....Same Kopek Dept.
ALMOST NEW, 1962
Olympic Plan
1F-9 Weekdays
7534115
Chevrolet Impala Coupe.
Murray,Ky.
14 Sunday
Black with grey interior.
Shoes
For
Every
Activity Under The Sun
"Basta &
Also 1966 Impala conINOW11.11.11111110112511,11111111.01WS
vertible, extra clean,
$305.00. Call 436-2427.

51 Services Offered

51 S- . es Offered

753-trte
Industrial

441 40091 4091 04illiiHAVVO Clia

8
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Deaths and Funerals

Mrs. Lula Dunn Of Services Are Held Dewey Wilkinson
Dies At His Home;
Murray Dies Sunday For Mrs. Glover
The funeral for Mrs. Sally Funeral Is Tuesday
At Local Hospital
Glover was held Sunday at one

Attendance Record For
Senate
1
This Year Best In Eleven Years

MILAN, Italy (API — A
Trans World Airlines jetliner on
a flight from San Francisco
and New York crashed today
as it was landing in thick fog at
Milan's Malpensa airport with
more than 100 persons aboard,
but TWA said no one was
killed.
An airline spokesman said
two passengers were injured
seriously, but most of the passengers "walked to the terminal building themselves."
A TWA official in New York
said there were 113 passengers
and nine crew members
aboard. Officials in Milan said
first reports indicates) there
were 106 passengers and nine
crew members.
Police said a fire developed
after the crash but was quickly
put out.
The Boeing 707, on Flight 642,

was attempting to land in dense
fog at the ah-port 24 miles
north of Milan.
Unconfirmed reports said the
crash occurred on the plane's
second approach to the airport.
The jetliner hit the ground off
the runway, and the airline
said the impact caused a number of breaks in the fuselage.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Al- before the October recess start- Philip A. Hart, D-Mids.; presithough debate lingers on its ed. Senate figures show similar dential candidate Birch E.
Legislative record, the Senate high attendance throughout the Etayh, D-Ind., and John J. Sparrates good grades this year on qession.
kman, D-Ala.
Dewey Wilkinson died this an attendance record of close
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Hart, hospitalized with canThe AP study showed that
Mrs. Lula Dunn of 1005 Churchill Funeral Home with morning at two o'clock at his to 90 per cent, an 11-year high
cer for most of the period,
three
only
senators
missed
He
Six.
died
Route
Murray
on
home
Murray,
Drive,
Fairlane
An Associated Press study of
Rev. A. H. McLeod officiating.
missed 53 of 57 votes; Bayh,
Sunday at 7:45 p. m. at the The song service was by Mr. was 76 years of age and was of attendance for Senate roll-call more than 50 per cent of the
having decided to concentrate
Murray-Calloway County and Mrs. J. C. Warren, singers, the Primitive Baptist Church votes showed that 19 senators votes during that period: ailing
on his presidential bid, missed
Hospital. She was 79 years of and Mrs. Oneida White, preference.
were present for all 57 recorded
33, and Sparkman, who had
death followed an organist.
The deceased was employed votes during the six weeks beage and
out-of-town speeches two days
extended illness.
Pallbearers were Carl Keel, by the Irvin Cobb Boat Dock for tween the August and October
and was sick with a bad cold
Born ✓liCeSSES.
years.
The Murray woman was the J. D. Waldrop, David Waldrop, twenty-two
for several days, missed 29.
Calloway
in
1899,
The Senate's composite atwife of HaIle Dunn who died in Sam Motheral, James Puckett, January 31,
"You have to make a judg1961. One son, Ralph Dunn, and Wesley Lemons. Burial was County, he was the son of the tendance record for all 100 NVment whether, by making the
preceded her in death in 1951. In Storey's Chapel Cemetery. late Torn Wilkinson and Jenny atom was 88.9 per cent with
race for president, you can do
most absenteeism concentrated
She was a member of the Mt.
Mrs. Glover, age 85, wife of Cook Wilkinson.
more to solve the nation's probSurvivors include his wife, on two Fridays and the last day
Carmel United Methodist Eull Glover who died February
EDDYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A lems than you can as an indiChurch, the North Murray 8, 1967, died Friday at 12:15 Mrs. Lilie Compton Wilkinson,
43-year-old Kentucky State vidual senator," said Bill Wise,
Homemakers Club, and the p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Murray Route Six; one son, W.
Penitentiary inmate, Clarence Bayh's press secretary.
grandthree
Golden Age Club. Born March 1, County Hospital. She was a T. Wilkinson,
Reynolds of Owsley County, has
1896, in Marshall County, she resident of Hazel Route One. daughters, Mesdames Betty
been found dead, hanging by
Ann
Jo
the
and
Smith,
late
of
Hays
Fiers,
She was a member
was the daughter of the
his leather belt from a cell
United Belt, and six great grandChapel
Richard ( Dick) Usrey and Storey's
The Plumbers and Steam- door.
Born
and
Teresa,
Penny,
children,
Church.
Usrey.
Methodist
Flora McCann
fitters, Local 184, held its
Lyon County Coroner Eugene
Mrs. Dunn is survived by four November 23, 1890, in Graves Tinker Fiers, Phillip Belt, and election of officers on Saturday
(Continued from Page 1)
daughters, Mrs. Hams(Vivian) County,she was the daughter of Jenny and Lisa Smith, all of at Paducah with Harold Lovan Denney ordered an autopsy
Starks, Benton, Mrs. Harty the late Noel Dixon Lemons and Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. of West McCracken County after the body was discovered Federal State Market News Service for kitchen ranges caused by
Sunday, though he said "there Deceenber 23.1075
KenVerde Nell) Culpepper,Dudley Mary Ellen Guthrie Lemons. Pat (Vernel) Wicker, Murray being elected president.
Percbass dna Hog Market the continuing Murray,
is no reason to believe the Kentucky
(Stella
survived
Hubert
RecoilIncludes Bay*Sabo=
strike which began
Route Six, Mrs.
plant
The local resident is
tucky
Drive, Murray, Mrs. Gaston
Lovan succeeds Chester
was anything but sui- Receipts: Ad 1364 F.416 Barrows & June 23, 1975.
(Evelyn) Neal, Dearborn, by one daughter, Mrs. Robert Dowdy, Murray, and Mrs. J. R. Wright. The new officers will be death
Gals Woody Sows.604.06limber
cide."
Prairie,
three
East
Colson,
Mich.;
Detroit,
(Ruth)
—Good customer demand and
Mich., and Mrs. J. D.(Kathryn) Keene,
of the
meeting
the
at
installed
suiruled
is
it
if
death,
The
US 14111•40Ss.
$40.0046:50 an improving order backlog on
Lassiter, Murray Route Four; sons,Cecil Glover,Charlotte, N. Mo.; three brothers, Woodrow, Local on January 9. The local
S40.3046.00
34311141111a.
cide, will bring to 12 the num- US
US 34111141111hs.
47.25-4L25 most product categories.
three sons, Wilford Dunn, New C., Jack Glover, Detroit, Mich., T.J., and Cook Wilkinson, all of has jurisdiction in thirteen
maximum
the
at
suicides
of
ber
Sows
"The Murray, Kentucky plant
Port Richey, Fla., Milburn and T. A. Glover, Phoenix, Detroit, Mich.
1412641611is.
counties.
security institution in less than US
The funeral has been Western Kentucky
$37.5048.50 strike, which has idled apUS 1-33111)441tr.
Dunn, Atlanta, Ga., and Harold Ariz.; one sister, Miss Lona
wintheir
and
offices
Other
four years.
US 1441111s.
P515-10.00 proximately 600 employees,"
Dunn, 1005 Fairlane Drive, Lemons, Mayfield; one brother, scheduled for Tuesday at two ners were:
P1.10-37.50
24 MaeKis.
Reynolds, sentenced to 10 US
continued Tappan, "required
Boars U.116411.110
Jack Lemons, Hazel Route One. p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Murray.
Brown,
Vice-president,
at
been
years for robbery, had
Churchill Funeral Home with
relocation of the displaced gas
Also surviving are one one
agent, the state penitentiary for only
The
production.
Elder Arlie Larimer officiating Paducah; business
range
sister, Mrs. D. Y. (Noma)
Tynes, Murray; four days.
Shower Will Be Held
and Mrs. Juanita Lee and Mrs. Rupert
relocation of production tooling
Dunn,Lexington; four brothers,
He was brought to Eddyville
Bobbie Burkeen providing the financial secretary, E. W.
and in-process inventories was
Hari Usrey, Benton Route
Evans, Paducah; inside guard, from the Booneville jail and For The Irby Family
in
be
will
Burial
completed in the third quarter
service.
song
Three, Carl Usrey, Kirksey,
Perry Laird, Brookport, Ill.; was in segregation for a period
the Lone Oak Cemetery.
A household shower for Mr. and early in the fourth quarter
Fred Usrey, Springfield, Mo.,
board, Phillip of orientation and adjustment. and Mrs. Jim Irby and their two of 1975. The relocation and
executive
the
at
call
may
Friends
Indianola,
Usrey,
James
and
funeral home after five pin. (Smoke) Saxon, Murray; Earl Officials said there were no children, whose home and production start-up costs were
Miss.; nine grandchildren;
Reed, Lone Oak, Larry witnesses to his death.
contents were destroyed by fire quite severe in the third
Melville Fones, father of today (Monday).
eight great grandchildren.
Robinson, Marshall County,and
on Thursday night, will be held quarter, but have diminished
The funeral will be held Harold Fones of Murray Route
Chester Byrn, McCracken
Tuesday, December 23, from during the fourth quarter."
Wednesday at the time and Two, died Sunday at the Henry
County; examining board,
Tappan concluded by saying:
six to 8:30 p. m.
place to be announced with County General Hospital, Paris,
James R. Brown, Heath, and
The shower will be held at the "The company's expected
burial to follow in the Mt. Term.
James McGregor, McCracken
former Weas Fulton home at return to profitability in the
Carmel Cemetery.
County; examining board,
and a
age
of
years
89
was
He
Penny where the Irbys will be fourth quarter of 1975 will result
Friends may call at the
Ernest Yates and Carl Young,
retired farmer.
residing. The event is being from:
Funeral
Blalock-Coleman
finance committee,
Funeral services will be held
—"Reduced cost penalties of
given by friends and neighbors
Mrs. Mary S. Cox,formerly of Paducah;
Home after six p. m. tonight
Tuesday at two p.m. at the Paducah, died Sunday at 8:35 p. A. Y.(Eddie) Vogel and George
the continuing Murray strike
of the Irby family.
—
(AP)
Ky:
Monday).
,RICHMOND,
chapel of the Friendship m. at the Westview Nursing Hiett, Paducah, and Randle
production
• —"Increased
The supervisor of Eastern KenFuneral Home, Friendship, Home. She was 81 years and the Petway, Benton.
levels to meet growing demand
tucky University's security
Tenn. Burial will be in the Mt. widow of Pat Cox.
—"Reduced fixed costs
force was found dead Sunday
Moriah Cemetery in Crockett
—"Increased selling prices
The deceased was a member
on KY 52 near Richmond.
County, Term.
Prices of stocks et lead bluest at noon
—"Low inventory levels and
of the Broadway Church of
State police said Elmer Skin- today
(Continued from Page 1)
tarnished to the Ledger & Ilenas by
reduced carrying costs
inbeen
had
apparently
56,
ner,
Survivors are five daughters, Christ, Paducah. Born August
:
follows
as
are
Co.
Strewn
M.
I.
per gallon tax is favored by 238
—"Non-recurrence of plant
volved in a minor traffic acci- Au-co
Mrs. Mirah Perry,Paris, Tenn., 17, 1894, in Calloway County, per cent of the respondents.
4 AS
/
171
product
(Red) Mrs. Virginia Flanagan, she was the daughter of the late
Doris
unc
William
and
Amer. Motors
shutdown
dent just before the shooting.
Mt As
Ashland Oil
On another question, stiff
relocation costs which totaled a
Tomlinson, brother of Wallace Huntsville, Ala., Mrs. Amelia Thomas Jefferson Nix and Alice
"They (state police) had a A.T.k T
50% unc
excise taxes on the purchase of call, an automobile accident Ford
4 $3.5 million net loss, or $1.18 per
/
44+3
Tomlinson of Hardin, died Coe, Kountze, Texas, Mrs. Mae Terry Nix.
57% -se
Gas Main
share in the fourth quarter of
Thursday at the Obion County Gwen Demoran, Bay St. Louis,
Survivors include one sister, new automobiles getting less first, and the next call was that Gat.the
than 18 miles per gallon on the someone had been shot," a Goodrich
17 As
General Hospital, Union City, Miss., and Mrs. Pattie Coke, Mrs. J. A.(Madeline) McKellar
1974."
ID% unc
highway is favored by 55 per state police spokesman said 0011041
Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.; four sons, of Victoria Falls, Texas, one
U
Pennwalt
cent of the respondents.
S%
Monday. "We're investigating Qtaker Oas
Harold of Murray Route Two, brother-in-law, Bun L. Ray of
Joi
Over 10,000 of the respondents the death, but some of the wit- Republic Steel
He was 63 years of age and a Franklin of Jacksonville, Fla., Murray, and several nieces and
9¼
Sager
code
tax
federal
the
believe
by William M Boyd
Welding
Red's
of
retired owner
nesses, other persons involved
Nix
including
Malcolm of Friendship, Term., nephews
1S4 tux
to
incentives
provide
should
Shop.
the
that
one
the
say
in
Brazil;
accident,
of
Crawford, Mrs. Martha Sue
and Vance Fones
1:1%
Zenith
of wound was self-inflicted."
sister, Mrs. Mary Poole, Friszell, and Terry Ray, all of encourage the installation
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
voting
and
heating
solar
Madison County Coroner Em- EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger k
Chicago, Ill.; four brothers, Murray, and James Buel Ray of
Stephanie Tomlinson; mother,
systems in homes and bree Curry said Monday that nmes by First st Meagan. Corp., of
Harry Fones of Kirksey Route One.
and
Revel
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Trogdon,
businesses. Incentives for the Skinner died of a single gunshot Mir-ray, are asfoam:
Memphis, Tenn., Wilbur Fones
Funeral services will be held
4% -%
Sikeston, Mo.; sister, Mr.
of containers are wound in the head, but that he US.Homes
recycling
and
Ark.,
Tuesday at ten a. m. at the
of Grand Prairie,
unc
Lim& Brood
Mary Elizabeth Childress,
the
and
favored
9,086
purby
Mt 4i
had not ruled on whether the Peediseame*stew
Welzie Fones of Des Moines
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
-%
31%
Bertrand, Mo.; four brothers,
Oark.
fliakarlr
chase
homes
of new
incentives wound was self-inflicted. Curry
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Se%
UMW MOW
Frank of Marble Falls, Texas,
7,922.
by
favored
are
soc
21%
said the death was still under Wit.Qracit
Dale and Bro. W. Edd Glover
-1,4
Tenon
C. H. of Napa, Calif., Billy Gene
Almost 48 per cent 147.9 per investigation.
Mrs.
and
Erwin
Otto
officiating
46% +%
General Oa
Wallace
of Brighton, Mich., and
cent) of the respondents do not
45
0%
1
.
GAF
No autopsy will be perplaying the organ. Burial will
TO CLOSE OFFICE
42 45
Corp.acific
support a foreign policy leading formed, Curry said, "because it Georgia
of Hardin.
PEOPLE;/BANK
Park
MapleLawn
the
in
follow
of
the Calloway
The office
4
30,
toward fgrnial recognition of would be unnecessary. We Per
Member FDIC
34% -14,
Jim Walters.
Funeral services were held at Circuit Court Clerk will be Cemetery, Paducah.
UR3AY
Y.
11% unc
Cuba ; 56.5 per cent indicate the know what killed him — a gun- Kirsch
one p. m.Saturday at the White- closed December 24, 26, and 26
Friends may call at the
47 -Ak
Disney
II% A,
Franklin Mint
Ranson Funeral Home, Union for the Christmas holidays, funeral home after six p. m. Appollo-Soyuz space flight link- shot wound in the head."
up was not a worthwhile effort;
City, Term., with burial in the acs-ording to a spokesman for tonight Monday).
62.6 per cent say the Federal
ma Ilia751 Jai MIRO=MINIINS MI
MS MSJIM
East View Cemetery there.
$153
MOS
MINA MGM NM 311111
the office.
government should monitor the 00010/5116511 MUM/147111

Eddyville
Inmate Is
Found Dead

Local Men Are
Elected, Union

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Tappan. ..

Father Of Harold
Fones Dies Sunday;
Rites Are Tuesday

EKU Security
Chief Shot To
Death Sunday

Mrs. Mary S. Cox
Dies Sunday With
Funeral Tuesday

W. D. Tomlinson
Dies At Hospital

Yr:kir
*a/

Sc
FRANKF
judges urs
system she
as to attrac
jobs, says
sheperdsvi
Givhan
Monday ths
should stri
judges
simply mal
to judicial a
He "poi
legislative
make rs
plernentati
the state's
proved by
election.
"I don't
deciding if 1
"I can't u
reluctance
judges in K

The Offi
proposed s
Court justi
Court of A;
judges an
Judges.
Givhan
make mon
Kentucky's
"Should
who will n
asked. "I I

S24x4- va/tkel

Hubbard. ..

sAttit alerts

.
4
1

iP

This Is A Word
Of Advice...
Whatever You
Do,Have A

Wonderful Christmas

Episcopal Church To
Hold Special Service

Seiko Watches

20% Off
Furdies Jewelry

St. John's Episcopal Church,
Main and Broach, will celebrate
Holy Communion on Wednesday, December 24, beginning at 11:30 p.m. Vicar Stephen
Davenport III will be the
celebrat.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.

Interns
toured t
chaimva
Gdlowa
college
families

1

Find

el

Santa is
Looking for you
at the

Last
Minute
Christmas
Gifts

Adams
Shoes

overseas sale of Americanproduced farm commodities;
and 55.8 per cent do not feel
public employees should be
guaranteed the right to strike if
disagreements with their
employers cannot be resolved
by negotiation.
The
Congressional
questionnaires were tallied by
Hubbard's Washington staff
and several high school
government classes in the First
Congressional District
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